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“The central yet quiet location of this 1,000-room 
hotel is a feature that appeals particularly to our 
guests. Naturally, we make every effort to avoid all 
unnecessary noise inside the house. 

“Richards-Wilcox elevator door hangers and clos- 
ers insure our guests freedom from the annoyance of 
noisy, banging elevator doors. This equipment was 
installed 8 years ago on 64 doors and has rendered 
the most satisfactory service. Ball bearings, and an 
even distribution of weight which prevents sagging, 
result in-doors that operate easily and quietly. Mov- 
ing parts are covered, excluding dirt which would 
result in excessive wear, and protecting passengers 
and operators from dropping oil or grease. The ear 
closers function effectively; and with the adjustable 

"A Hanoer forany 

(623) 

‘A Protection from Noise, 

Dirt and Accident” 

The statement invariably made by building managers, where Ideal Elevator Door 

Hardware is installed. Ideal equipment possesses many exclusive features which 

contribute toward lower installation costs; greater ease of operation; greater safety, 

cleanliness and quiet; and lower maintenance. Write for a demonstration and full 

information on this superior equipment. 

A. M. Gutterson, Manager, The Prince George Hotel, New York City, says: 

Door that Slides 

AURORA, ILLINOIS, U.S.A. 
New York Boston Philadelphia Cleveland Cincinnati Indianapolis St.Louis New Orleans 
Chicago Minneapolis KansasCity Los Angeles SanFrancisco Omaha _ Seattle Detroit 

Montreal - RICHARDS-WILCOX CANADIAN CO,,LTD,, LONDON, ONT, + Winnipeg 

Electric Door Controller with 
cut-out switch in pit at boticm 
of elevator shaft. Pulley and 
weight—for controlling switch 
wires—are located in pent 

e. 

liquid checks, give us doors that close rapidly, yet 

without banging. 

“The Inter-Lock feature cuts off all power from 
the car by breaking the circuit as soon as a door 
startstoopen. Thisis the most efficient safety device 
of its kind that we know about, for it absolutely pre- 
vents starting a car until the door is entirely closed. 

Having only one switch for each shaft prevents trou- 
ble. These features make a substantial yearly saving 

for us in liability insurance premiums. 

“The perfect operation of our R-W equipment not 
only contributes to the comfort and safety of our 
guests, but also saves us money. But little mainte- 
nance is required and repairs are almost never 
necessary.” 
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J The Bridge as Architecture 

By REXFORD NEWCOMB 

Professor of Architecture, University of Illinois 

THE SONG oF THE ROMAN ARCH 

It comes with the arc of the blue day’s light, 
It comes with the spring of the rainbow bright, 
And with the wedding ring’s circle of power, 

And it bridges the streams and it strides o’er the plain; 
In its arms is the river it sets down again 

For the fevered metropolis’ dower. 
—Durward’s, “Building of the Church.” 

MONG the most interesting and inspiring 

structural works of man stands the bridge, 

the antiquity of which is as great as that of 

architecture itself; indeed the impulse to get across 

topographical impediments of one sort or another 

has led even the lower animals to improvise means of 

spanning distances. How far back in the history of 

the human race came the first expedient of this char- 

acter, it would be difficult to say. We know, how- 

ever, that by the days of the Romans the bridge had 

taken on a fine religious symbolism and was consid- 

ered as worthy of embellishment as were their great 

works of architecture. As a matter of fact, until 

comparatively recent times it has been difficult to 

find that man considered those structures that we 

now call “works of engineering“ as separate or dis- 

tinct from other structural works—architecture. 

In the days of the Renaissance at Florence we hear 

of the celebrated sculptor and architect of the dome 

of St. Peter’s, Michaelangelo, distinguishing himself 

as a military engineer during a siege of eleven 

months. Surely here was architect and engineer in 

one person! What has been said of Michaelangelo 

might be said of numberless others, among them 

Antonio Contino, Leonardo da Vinci, Michele San- 

michele, Andrea Palladio, Bartolomeo Ammanati, 

Fillipo Brunelleschi, Inigo Jones, and Sir Christo- 

pher Wren, at once celebrated as architects and engi- 

neers. In reality the mother art of architecture orig- 

inally embraced all the structural arts, and for 

untold periods the architect acted as designer and 

huilder of any material work, be it a temple, a forti- 

fication, an aqueduct or a bridge. As time went on, 

the architect who acted in military matters,—de- 

signed and built fortifications and engines of war,— 

became a “military engineer,” and as war was often 

prevalent he was rarely without employment. Later 

on the peace-time works of pure utility were exe- 

cuted by an individual known as a “civil engineer.” 

It is to be noted, however, that before the advent of 

heavy construction in iron and steel, the bridge, since 

it was bound up with symbolism, was considered the 

work of the architect. To this the great bridges 

of the Renaissance period will universally testify. 

The commemorative symbolism and triumphant 

significance of the bridge has always demanded, and 

still demands, something more than structural con- 

siderations. Here, as surely as in pure architecture, 

the demand for stability, utility and beauty is insist- 

ent. That steel enters largely into the construction 

of modern bridges is no reason why beauty should 

be crowded out, any more than it should be crowded 

out of the modern steel-framed skyscraper. Neither 

does the fact that a bridge is to be constructed of 

steel preclude the possibility of its possessing beauti- 

ful proportion. Beauty is not a matter of materials ; 

it is a matter of line, mass, and proportion. If 

America has as yet done little to advance the argu- 

ment of architectural beauty in bridges, certainly 

Europe with her wonderful heritage of interesting 

and beautiful old examples may offer us something 

in the way of suggestion in this connection. The 

bridge builder of today can find here inspiration for 

his work in the same way that the designer of steel- 

framed buildings finds inspiration for his essays. 

In almost every country of western Europe one is 

impressed with the permanence of the roads that 

extend, web-like, in every direction, and with the 

strength and beauty of the bridges that span the 

innumerable streams that these roads encounter. 

There is, after all, a beautiful symbolism connected 

with the bridge that, rainbow-like, gracefully and 

triumphantly spans the distance between a here and 

a there, and bears one safely over the broad, swiftly 

moving stream or across the deep, rocky chasm as 

the case may be. And when one is carried by a 

rapidly moving express train from the black depths 

of some mountain tunnel out upon the slender-arched 

span of an Alpine bridge that bears him safely over 

the rushing mountain flood below, he cannot help 

feeling that man has triumphed, and triumphed glo- 

riously, over his environment. It was with awe and 

admiration that the writer has considered some of 
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Fig. |. Bridge of Stirling 

the great and historic bridges of the Old World, and 

he resolved, on a recent trip, to keep notes and 1m- 

pressions of some of the beautiful and interesting 

bridges that he should see or pass over in his travels. 

In descending the St. Lawrence River, bound for 

Liverpool, your steamer passes under the great 

uebec Bridge, the longest of the world’s cantilever 

bridges, with a span of 1800 feet at a distance of 150 

feet above the water, which guarantees clearance to 

any vessel that may pass that way. The Quebec 

sridge, even if not beautiful, is interesting not only 

because of its great span, exceeding as it does by 100 

feet the span of the great Firth of Forth Bridge, but 

also because of the fact that it is the first important 

structure in which what has come to be known as 

the “K”’ system of web-bracing was employed. This 

tremendous structure was first conceived in 1899, 

but was delayed by the great disaster of 1907, 

when the south anchor and cantilever arms failed, 

killing some 80 workmen, and it was completed only 

about 13 years ago. It carries the double tracks 

belonging to the Canadian Government Railways. 

Fig. 3. 

February, 1926 
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Fig. 2. “Auld Brig o' Allan,”’ near Stirling 

It seemed that the writer 

should, after viewing one of America’s great steel 

rather appropriate 

bridges, visit in the course of the next two weeks 

the second of the world’s great steel spans, the 

Forth Bridge. As one speeds toward Edinburgh 

upon that most excellent Scottish railway, the Cale- 

donian, the massive steel humps of the bridge loom 

up far across the country. A fine view of the struc- 

ture and an idea of what it means to Edinburgh and 

Leith are perhaps best obtained by a view from 

Calton Hill, from the crown of which one commands 

a fine panorama of the cities, the Firth of Forth 

and the land beyond. The Forth Bridge, although 

of metal, has a fine majesty and power, even some- 

thing of beauty, not found in the Quebec Bridge. 

A trip to the ancient town of Stirling served to 

acquaint the writer with two of the oldest and most 

picturesque bridges in all Scotland; one, the “Auld 

Brig o’ Allan” in the little village of the same name, 

some three miles from Stirling, and the other, the 

old Bridge of Stirling itself. The Bridge of Stir- 

ling (Fig. 1) is perhaps the most interesting in 

Prebend’s Bridge, Over the Wear River at Durham 
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Fig. 4. Pont Neuf, Paris, Completed 1606 

Scotland, due to its age, historical associations and 

beauty. From documentary evidence it has been es- 

tablished that the present “Old Bridge” dates from 

about 1409, although it was antedated by an older 

Roman structure, which crossed the River Forth at 

this point. Old Scottish bridges are rich in history 

The “Auld Brig o’ Allan” (Fig. 2), beneath the 

great arch of which the writer had the pleasure of 

having a quiet lunch after a delightful three-mile 

ramble in the countryside, is quite as interesting 

as the Stirling Bridge and bears unmistakable evi- 

dences of having been widened, due to the growing 

demands of traffic. The piers are founded directly 

upon solid rock, and the ancient structure seems to 

bear the weight of the heavy modern motor trucks 

quite as competently as it bore that of the one-horse 

carts of a bygone day. Old Scottish bridges, 

although interesting in an artistic and _ historical 

way, are scarcely ever large or of distinguished de- 

sign; but in a land as broken as is Scotland, the 

bridge is always an important landmark, and the 

Scot not only prizes his bridges but is proud of them 
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Fig. 5. High Bridge, Oxford 

and wants the visitor to see and appreciate them. 

Larger and often more beautiful are the delight 

ful English bridges that span the pleasant streams 

that water old Britain. In selecting one for illus- 

tration, the writer could think of none more satisfy- 

ing than the lovely old Prebend’s Bridge (Fig. 3) 

over the River Wear at Durham. The Wear makes 

almost an island of the great promontory upon which 

stand the Castle (now the University) and_ the 

Cathedral of Durham. The promontory 1s con 

nected with the remainder of the city by three 

bridges: The Framwell Gate Bridge, the Elvet 

sridge and Prebend’s Bridge. All three are old 

bridges, the Framwell Gate dating from the four- 

teenth century, but most beautiful is Prebend’s. 

It is a distinguished bridge, beautifully 

tioned and graceful in all its parts. Its cutwaters 

carry lookouts that provide places, safely outside 

the traffic’s way, for the contemplation of the scenery 

in either direction and, situated as it is amid well 

wooded and beautifully parked banks and spanning 

the river above the dam, 

pre )] OT - 

its graceful arches and 

Pont du Gard, near Nimes 
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Fig. 7. Tower Bridge, London 

stately piers are usually charmingly reflected in the 

glassy waters. Beautiful is Durham from this bridge. 

(ne of the most curious bridges in history is to 

be found at Crowland not far from Peterborough. 

The site had an ancient wooden bridge built before 

943, at which date it is referred to in a charter. 

The present bridge was undoubtedly built by the 

abbots, as it betrays in every line its affinity with 

Gothie church architecture. It is a triangular bridge, 

built at a point where the Welland River divides 

into the channels known as the Catwater and the 

Nyne. The bridge consists of three pointed arches 

that have their abutments at the angles of an equilat- 

eral triangle and meet at the center, thus forming 

three roadways and three waterways. ‘The profiles 

of the Gothic mouldings of the arches give a certain 

index as to the date of the bridge, which cannot have 

been earlier than the opening of the fourteenth 

century. It is a relic of a romantic period. 

london has had, and has today, many interesting 

bridges. “Old London” Bridge, which has figured 

in all sorts of poetic lore, from the nursery rhyme 

Fig. 9. Pont Alexander Ill, Paris 
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Fig. 8. Pont Marie, Paris 

up, is perhaps more generally known to people than 

any other bridge in history, and the lore regarding 

it, if gathered together, would fill volumes. It was 

2 most interesting old structure, built partly as a 

bridge, or rather a street of houses and shops over 

the river, and partly as a dam to raise the water level 

of the Thames upon its eastern side, thereby aiding 

shipping. There is supposed to have been a bridge 

over the Thames at London as early as 978, but 

authentic records are not available for the period 

before 1014. A fire in 1136 partly destroyed the 

first structure, so that in 1176 Peter of Colechurch 

began “Old London” Bridge and worked as its archi- 

tect and builder until his death in 1205. The bridge 

was completed in 1209 by a monk brought from 

France for the purpose. A chapel dedicated to St. 

Thomas was constructed upon the bridge, and this 

chapel served as_ the resting place of Peter of Cole- 

church. In the matter of the chapel, “Old London” 

was like the Bridge of St. Benezet at Avignon, 

which still stands. “Old London” Bridge was, after 

many partial destructions by fires that ravaged the 
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Fig. 10. Pont du Carrousel, Paris 

timber houses which it carried, finally demolished 

and replaced in 1824 by new London B ridge. Until 

the completion of Westminster Bridge in 1750, the 

“Old London” was the only bridge across the Thames 

at London, and was consequently a very important 

structure,—one of the most important in London. 

New London Bridge was designed by George 

Rennie, and erected by his brother, Sir John Rennie, 

who completed the work in seven years, a great 

contrast in the matter of time when compared with 

the 33 years that it took Peter of Colechurch and 

‘Old Bridge.” The new 

bridge was an excellent structure in its day, but it 

was conceived, like most London bridges, upon a 

small scale. But few London bridges accord with 

one’s idea-of what the bridges of a great city like 

London should be. New London Bridge is not only 

not distinguished in scale but has proved too small 

for the traffic, and consequently it had to be wid- 

ened in 1902-4 from 56 to 65 feet, the present width. 

Perhaps the most unique and picturesque of mod- 

ern bridges anywhere is the Tower Bridge (Fig. 7). 

his successor to complete * 

Fig. 12. 
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Fig. 11. Pont San Michel, Paris 

This bridge gets its name not from its towers but 

from the fact that it is near the Tower of London. 

It is a suspension bridge with a secondary bascule 

(jack-knife) bridge in the center span to permit 

the passage of river traffic. «Two great arched 

towers in the river and two towers on the shore 

abutments carry the suspension chains, the opening 

bridge between the two great towers consisting of 

two bascules, pivoted near the faces of the piers, 

which, rotating in a vertical plane, permit, when 

the leaves are open, a clear span of 200 feet and a 

clearance above high water of 141 feet. Londoners 

are very dependent upon and very proud of 

sridge, but the writer must confess that, 

he admired the engineering 

possible such a structure, 

the attempted 

Power 

although 

that made 

he was not “thrilled” by 

“architecture” of the great bridge 

Sut if London is dependent upon her bridges and 

proud of them, 

prowess 

Paris is even more so, and it is no 

exaggeration to say that Paris has more interesting 

and beautiful bridges than any other European city. 

A mere catalog of the more famous Pari bridges 

Pont St. Benezet, Avignon 
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would make a_ formi- 

dable list, and the merest 

fragmentary remarks re- 

garding the important 

bridges of the city would 

carry the present paper 

far beyond the limits al- 

lotted to it. From the 

Parisian’s point of view 

the Pont Neuf (Fig. 4) 

is the most interesting 

and best loved. This 

famous old Renaissance 

structure, crossing as it 

does the western end of 

the /le de la Cite, which 

divides it into two sections, was begun in 1578 and 

completed in 1606. The bridge is decidedly archi- 

tectural in its conception, the cutwater carrying 

corbeled or bracketed semi-circular lookouts or re- 

treats which are provided with stone seats. The 

solid stone balustrade is carried along the bridge and 

out and around the lookouts by means of brackets, 

ach adorned with a mask, while heavy bronze lamp 

posts, standing over the piers, flank the roadways. 

On the island between the two sections of the bridge 

stands a handsome bronze statue of Henri IV, with 

balustrades and seats of stone conveniently near, 

making a most interesting and delightful place to 

rest. Situated as it is, Pont Neuf always figures 

largely in Parisian celebrations, and on a memorable 

Bastile Day the writer, standing upon Pont des Arts, 

witnessed one of the finest displays of fireworks that 

it has ever been his pleasure to see, each and every 

star and sparkler of which was doubly enhanced by 

its reflection in the quiet waters of the Seine. Pont 

Neuf is one of the masterpieces of the Renaissance 

architect, Jacques Androuet du Cerceau, but it has 

heen much altered since the days of the Renaissance. 

One might expand upon the history and lore that 

surround such bridges as Pont Louis Philippe, Pont 

San Michel, Pont Marie, Pont au Change, or the 

more modern Pont St. Louis and Pont du Carrousel. 

Each is beautiful, interesting or historic in its own 

way, and each has had its share in Parisian romance. 

One of the finest bridges in Paris, and the widest 

(131 feet), is Pont Alexander III (Fig. 9). This 

modern structure, constructed of cast steel, was 

built at the grounds of the Exposition of 1900 to 

connect the Champs Elysees and the Esplanade des 

Invalides. The bridge is remarkable for its single 

span of 353 feet and its shallow rise of only 20 feet. 

At either end stand gigantic ornamental pylons, 75 

feet high and justly celebrated as among the hand- 

somest bridge pylons in existence. The Alexander 

III is further adorned by beautiful bronze electro- 

liers and statue groups, making it one of the most 

ornamental and striking bridges in the world. 

Outside of Paris there are many fine bridges. 

Nearly every French city or village situated upon 

a stream has an ancient masonry bridge, hallowed 

Fig. 13. Old London Bridge, From an Old Print 

February, 1926 

either by a distinguished 

history or by the many 

interesting legends that 

cling about it. The writer 

was especially interested 

in the old Pont St. Bene- 

set (Fig. 12) across the 

Rhene at the historic 

town of Avignon. There 

are many legends about 

this venerable bridge, 

which seems to date from 

about 1177. It was built 

by St. Benezet, who is 

said to have been a mem- 

ber of the Freres Pon- 

tifes or Bridge-building Brotherhood which arose in 

the south of France during the latter part of the 

twelfth century and maintained hospices at the fords 

of principal streams, besides building bridges and 

looking after ferries, important functions at the time. 

The bridge at Avignon is far from intact at the 

present time, but in spite of wars, floods and explo- 

sions, four of the original 21 graceful, elliptical 

arches and the chapel on the third pier remain. . The 

bridge was originally 2,000 feet long, had a clear 

width of 13 feet between parapets, and was bowed 

slightly upstream in order to better resist the force 

of the current. The old structure, with its chapel to 

St. Nicholas, the patron saint of those who travel by 

the river, makes an interesting and picturesque ruin 

when viewed from the ramparts of the old fortified 

Palace of the Popes. The old structure figures in 

many a legend and in many a quaint dance or song 

similar to that of which the refrain is: 

Sur le pont d’ Avignon, 

L’on y danse, l'on y danse, 

Sur le pont d’ Avignon, 

L’on danse tout en rond. 

Not far from Avignon, and on the road from this 

ancient papal city to Nimes, is one of the world’s 

great ancient bridge structures, the old Roman aque- 

duct, Pont du Gard (Fig. 6). The aqueduct was 

built during the reign of Augustus to provide a water 

supply for the Roman city of Nimes, and consists of 

three stories of arcades (the lower of six arches, the 

second of 11 arches) and a waterway at the top car- 

ried upon 36 small arches. The lower tier was 

originally 20 feet, 9 inches wide, the second tier 15 

feet, and the upper 11 feet, 9 inches. In 1743 com- 

prehensive repairs were made, and the lower tier of 

arches was widened to make a roadway on one side. 

The stones are laid without the use of mortar, being 

clamped together with iron bars, while a lining of ce- 

ment prevents the waterway from leaking. Pont du 

Gard is built of a yellowish odlitic stone of the locality 

and, in full sunshine against the deep blue Mediter- 

ranean sky, it makes a distinguished appearance and 

inspires in one a fine admiration for Roman struc- 

tural genius which built so many great structures 

yet remaining and in use after many centuries. 



Some Belgian Garden Suburbs 

By EDITH ELMER WOOD 

O rebuild 80,000 war-destroyed dwellings is 

no small task for a nation of seven and a half 

million people, but the Belgians have accom- 

plished it. A special government bureau, the O ffice des 

Regions Devastees (O.R.D.) under Ralph Verwil- 

ghen, one of Belgium’s foremost town planners, was 

created for the work, and has functioned with effi- 

ciency and enthusiasm since the declaration of peace. 

Much work, of course, especially where build- 

ings of historic interest were concerned, has been 

merely a careful reproduction or restoration of what 

was there before. But the housing of working peo- 

ple, which left much to be desired in the old days, 

has been greatly improved. It has been the policy 

of the O.R.D. wherever possible to erect for them 

a series of small garden suburbs, in which four-, five- 

and six-room cottages, with all modern improve- 

ments (except bathtubs and pipeless heaters), are 

grouped around children’s playgrounds or along 

grass-bordered roads. The houses are substantially 

built, usually of brick, with tile roofs. Every house 

has its garden, and the planting of trees, grass and 

shrubbery has been well carried out. Mr. Verwil- 

ghen has been successful in giving these little com- 

munities a cheerful, homelike aspect, even where 

the oddly shaped parcels of land procurable must 

have seemed least suitable for the purpose. Ligy, 

Logis and Kalfvaart, all these being situated in the 

outskirts of Ypres, are good examples ‘of these de- 

velopments, exhibiting their most admirable points. 

Restoring 241 devastated communes might seem 

to be enough to absorb the building energies of con- 

temporary Belgium, but its enterprising people have 

not been content to halt there. Plans had been 

made before the war to improve the housing of the 

working classes with the help of government loans 

for 66-year periods at 2 per cent interest. The 

work was to be done by local non-commercial hous- 

ing societies of a semi- 

tional finances, due to reparation failures, has pre- 

vented an even larger output. Tenancy in these 

houses is limited to the groups having smallest in- 

comes. The “white collar” people, only a trifle bet- 

ter off, were meanwhile feeling the pinch of the 

housing shortage and rising rents. Some of the 

more enterprising formed themselves into codpera- 

tive tenant societies, and applied for government 

loans and subsidies to build their own homes. After 

considerable controversy, they were granted loans, 

but no subsidies. With this the utmost has been done. 

Two developments of this kind have been chosen 

for illustration because of their rare charm and dis- 

tinction. They might almost be considered as one, 

since the same architect and town planner codperated 

in the production of both; their sites are adjacent, 

and they are being developed in a harmonious 

though not identical manner. The locality, known 

as Boitsfort, is three or four miles to the southeast 

of Brussels on the line of what will be eventually an 

outer circle of boulevards. It is a hilly tract, com- 

manding a wide view of rolling country, wooded 

and cultivated, and affording many excellent views. 

Louis Van der Swaelmen is the town planner, and 

Jean Eggericx is the architect of the houses. To 

an extraordinary degree they have conceived their 

work as part and parcel of the landscape setting. 

Detached from their surroundings, these cottages 

and bungalows might seem unduly austere. Avs it is, 

one is supremely grateful for their sobriety and for 

the restful absence of ornament which would have 

attracted attention from what nature has so abund- 

antly supplied. In the matter of color, too, instead 

of the usual straining after variety, the same scheme 

has been used throughout,—red tile roofs and brick 

walls covered with stucco of a soft, warm, “earthy” 

shade, difficult to define—neither khaki nor putty 

nor cream, but something between, which melts into 

private, semi-public char- 

acter, under the super- 

vision of a national body 

wholly public. The car- 

rying out of these plans 

was resumed in 1920, in 

spite of the spectacular 

rise in building costs to 

six times those of 1914, 

which made it necessary 

to add a provision for a 

substantial subsidy. Un- 

der this system nearly 

30,000 cottages and 

apartments have now 

been built by over 200 

local societies. Only the 

critical state of the na- 

LE MLATEAL 

the landscape and makes 

this brand new settle- 

ment, even before it is 

finished, look as if it had 

grown there. If a lay- 

man be permitted to push 

the analysis further, I 

should say that the plea- 

sure I received was also 

due to the good propor- 

tions and __ interesting 

and picturesque roofs of 

the buildings themselves. 

The combined popula- 

tion of the two tracts will 

be between 5000 and 

Layout of Le Logis (left) and Floreal (right), Boitsfort 6000. Members of the 
Louis Van der Swaelmen, Town Planner Floreal society include 

mechanics, clerks and 
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Rear of Cottage, Kalfvaart Garden Suburbs for Working People, Built by the Office des Regions 
R. Acke, Architect 

ainae 

Part of Group of Homes at Floreal, Boitsfort 
Jean Eggericx, Architect 

February, 1926 

Devastees at Ypres 
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Another View at Kalfvaart, Workingmen’s Suburb at Ypres 
R. Acke, Architect 

Ligy, Garden Suburb for Working People, Built at Ypres by the O. R. D. 
H. De Bruyne and Ralph Verwilghen, Town Planners 
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Another View at Ligy, Ypres 

Les Trois Tilleuls, Boitsfort 

Jean Eggericx, Architect 

February, 1926 
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Floor Plans of Two Types of Houses at Floreal; Five Rooms with Baths and Attics, and Six Rooms with 
Second Story Porches and Loggias 

Jean Eggericx, Architect 

some professional people. They have about 40 acres 

of land, on which 450 families will be housed. The 

work is about three-quarters completed. The cottages 

are built on two hillsides. Football fields and tennis 

courts are in the valley between. One hilltop will 

be crowned by a community house in a little park, 

and the other by an apartment house. Provision 

shops, with apartments above them, will be placed 

around the horse-shoe at the entrance to the estate. 

The other society, Le Logis, has a more homogene- 

ous membership, consisting of employes of the Gen- 

eral Savings Bank and similar institutions. Their 

athletic association owns considerable adjacent land, 

including the beautiful woods in the valley at the 

foot of the funnel, which will be preserved as 2 

park. Le Logis’ development is called Les Trois 

Tilleuls, from the three fine lindens around which 

the Rondpoint has been designed. Its acreage is 

twice that of Floreal, and it will ultimately contain 

800 bungalows and cottages. Much of the surface 

is on fairly level plateaus, only the funnel section 

being on a hillside. Here we have the houses built 

on the concentric terraces of an amphitheater, and 

on one side of the road only, so as not to interfere 

with the views from one another’s windows. 

Building costs have been rigidly kept down. Bricks 

are made on the spot. An inexpensive built-in bath- 

tub has been evolved of concrete, surfaced with the 

little black and white mosaics we use in bathroom 

floors. A combination cooking range and heater 

has been introduced from Russia. Every france has 

been made to work. But even in the simplest of 

these houses it would be a pleasure to live; they are 

so compact and convenient and well planned. I liked 

particularly a 22,000-franc bungalow, in the center 

of which is a large living room, extending from the 

front to the back of the house. This room has wide 

casement windows with window seats, a high brick 

mantel above a spacious fireplace, a floor of deep 

red tiles, and a most glorious view of hill and dale. 

I suspect that it was this view which led the archi- 

tect, Mr. Eggericx, to build a house for himself just 

beyond the Trois Tilleuls boundary. In it he has 

used the same color scheme and general architec- 

tural style of the other houses, while permitting 

himself a few luxuries of detail and finish, the use 

of which economic necessity made impossible for the 

cooperative societies, but which are reasonable here. 

EDITOR’S NOTE 

ROM the November, 1921 issue of The Builder, 

published in London, this extract is taken: ‘Per- 

haps for British ears there is no name more closely 

associated with the war than that of Ypres, and I was 

keenly interested in the work done there, because in 

our Belgian ‘study circles’ the fate of that unfortu- 

nate town was followed with the closest interest, and 

statistics were received from time to time which en- 
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Bungalows at Les Trois, Tilleuls, Boitsfort 
Jean Eggericx, 

abled us to check off 

destroved. 

the houses which were being 

Many a discussion took place as to 

after the whether the 

ruins should be left or not, what streets should be 

widened, 

what should be done War, 

and soon. The reconstruction of the town 

lies still in the future, and one may hope that as work 

‘goes on a somewhat more progressive spirit may pre- 

vail. .\part from the work done by the O.R.D., 

little of any 

light« ned policy, andl proposals of ‘reconstruction’ 

there is evidence there being en- 

which | was shown were enough to make one shud- 

der. Properly conceived designs for the planning of 

certain localities, which would give beauty and con- 

venience and even save expense, have been rejected 

for mechanical, soulless ideas, which may be all very 

well for decorating a road with houses on each side, 

but which lack the very rudiments of either site- 

planning or town-planning which is really successful. 

“There are ‘two garden suburb schemes at Ypres, 

one known as Kalfvaart and the other as Ligy. The 

method of building is entirely different. In the for 

mer brick of proportions, 

with red roofs showing up in strong contrast with 

case, houses excellent 

the whitewashed walls, present an excellent picture as 

one approaches the town from St. Jean, and the 

O.R.1). has been able to put some idealism into its 

In the the frame 

building with mansard roof is being used, and al- 

though not so striking as that at Kalfvaart, the indi- 

cations are that by the time the site is covered the 

work. second instance wooden 

effect will be quite good. The scheme is really an 

excellent example of what can be done by site-plan- 

ning to secure decent street pictures, even when the 

strictly limited. It the 

site-planner scores, and it is here, unfortunately, 

elevations are is here that 

that countless English municipal housing schemes 

-have so miserably failed during the past few years. 

“At Kalfvaart not only was there a site-planning 

pohey but an important town-planning proposition, 

and although the O.FR./). is not entrusted with the 

preparation of a town plan, its proposals will greatly 

facilitate the improvements which must be carried 

out sooner or later. (An endeavor has been made to 

‘hands of 

Architect 

reproduce Flemish village conditions rather than to 

import English garden city plans, and in the small 

‘place’ an excellent effect is gained by bringing the 

‘building line right up, to the line of the pavement. 

“Still further to conserve the local ‘atmosphere,’ 

the architecture of the houses has been put into the 

M. Acke, of Courtrai, an artist with an 

intimate knowledge of the district, who, without 

trying to reproduce archeological features, which 

would be out of place in simple homes, has managed 

to preserve the general spirit of the little old houses | 

of Ypres. In a like degree he has studied the typi- 

cal disposition of the houses which made up the 

greater part of the old town, while correcting .some 

of their obvious inconveniences.’’ A striking feature 

of the houses is the utilization of heavy wooden 

sashes for the windows, which formerly had almost 

passed out of usage for generations. These have 

now been standardized and are being largely used in 

different parts of the country. The houses are mainty 

- of three types, but all have their three bedrooms. 

They are a good deal larger than those at Roulers, 

and cost between 20,000 and 25,000 francs each. 

They were built during the summer of 1920. “The 

work on the Ligy garden suburb was started about 

midsummer, 1921. The layout plan has a. distinc- 

tion all its own, and displays the versatility of the 

author. In addition to the central ‘place,’ te be 

used as a playground, there are ‘several smaller 

‘places,’ which evidently owe their inspiration’ to 

the work of Camillo Sitte. The introduction of so 

many pairs of houses has increased the-site-plamner’s 

difficulties, but his use of setting back and the res- 

ervation of open areas have quite overcome these. 

“As to Ypres itself,-one is rather glad to get away 

from the place. - And the town mayor's notice 

about this being ‘holy ground,’ from which no 

stone may be taken, does not always appeal, especially 

side by side with the catchpenny devices which exist 

for the allurement of the ‘tripper’. And, incident 

ally, one may hope that all holy-ground is not so ex- 

pensive-as Ypres hotels,—otherwise Heaven may’ be 

sparsely populated! Few could ever hope to attain it!” 
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The Chicago Union Station 

PROBST & WHITE, Architects 

By ALFRED SHAW 

T is a significant fact that a passenger terminal is 

one of the greatest visible expressions of a great 

railway system. Designed with impressive in- 

terior apartments and rising as a monumental struc- 

ture in the center of a great city against a back- 

-ground of buildings of a more commercial nature, it 

represents more to the passing public than the termi- 

nus of important stretches of tracks and yards which 

run across the whole country. In addition, there is the 

fact that this kind of a building is used more by indi- 

viduals of a community than any public structure, 

which suggests immediately the function of the 

‘building—namely, the reception and transfer of 

thousands of travelers from trains to lighter vehicles 

_ or sidewalks, and the reverse. 

ot 

Thus it was that with 

great enthusiasm the Chicago Union Station project 

was undertaken more than 15 years ago by the ex- 

ecutives of the interested railroads, the architects, 

and the city: fathers of Chicago. The ordinances 

governing the construction of the terminal and the 

many municipal improvements necessitated in con- 

nection with it were finally approved, and work was 

at length begun. It has now been entirely completed. 

The general location is on approximately the same 

ground as the old Union Station, on the west bank 

of the Chicago River, between Harrison and Madi- 

son Streets, a stone arcade of vigorous design with 

The 

two main buildings of the group, the Concourse’ and 

Headhouse, are located centrally in the plan, that is, 

between Adams Street and Jackson Boulevard, Clin- 

ton Street and the Chi- 

cago River. 

heavy rustication screening it from the river. 

These two 

buildings are connected 

on the main station floor 

by using the space under 

Canal Street, thereby 

forming.a passenger ter- 

. minal which actually cov- 

ers two of the large Chi- 

cago city blocks in area. 

The track layout is for 

a double “stub-end” sta- 

tion, the only station of 

its kind in the country. 

There are 14 stub-tracks 

on the south and ten stub- 

tracks on the north, and 

in addition two other 

tracks which connect the 

two gridirons on the east 

side of the station along 

the bank of the river. 

The available land for 

the whole terminal, which 

was greatly enlarged from the property used by the 

old Union Station, was still so limited that the entire 

passenger facilities could not be placed between the 

two stub-end tracks. This, on the other hand, made 

‘possible the use of a single concourse, opening to the 

River Front, Chicago Union Station 

“85 

north for trains of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St 

Paul Railroad, and to the south for trains of the 

Pennsylvania Railroad, the Chicago, Burlington & 

Quincy Railroad, and the Chicago & Alton Railroad. 

The design of the passenger concourse is carried out 

in steel and glass, somewhat similar to the design ot 

the concourse of the Pennsylvania Station in New 

York, expressing frankly the structure and nature ot 

the building. The central nave of the concourse has 

two smaller spans or aisles on either side, and is 

lighted by 

clerestory, 

end, their 

skylights in the roof and by windows in a 

as well as by two great windows at eithet 

motifs executed in terra cotta of a new 

and effective texture possessing decorative qualities 

At each end of the concourse, that 1s, and 

west, there is an entrance directly from the street, 

east 

which is reached by ramps and monumental stair- 

cases, also in terra cotta and iron. On the station 

floor at the east end are shop fronts of a delicate 

design in metal, and at the west end the room opens 

up into a broad barrel-vaulted passage leading to 

various rooms designed for the convenience of pas 

Off this broad corridor at the right and 

leit, immediately adjacent to the concourse, are the 

sengers. 

baggage checking and parcel checking rooms. ‘The 

passage continues on out under Canal Street to 

the two cab stands, which 

will be described later, 

finally reaching an am 

ple ticket lobby where 

all railroad and Pullman 

ticket offices are grouped 

together; beyond this 1 

the 

1S 1S 

main waiting room, 

a monumental interior of 

classic design, the most 

the 

station 

imposing of 

the building 

The the 

main waiting room may 

roonis 

in 

character of 

by be best described re 

ferring to the thermal 

establishments of impe 

rial Rome where, in the 

baths of Diocletian and 

the baths of Caracalla, 

the world witnessed for 

the first time the devel 

opment, on a vast scale, 

of the system of round 
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arch and vault architecture. -Those’ splendid. struc-., 

tures, designed to furnish open space, recreation, 

light pour air under cover to vast throngs of citizens, 

stand as the.prototypes for the great concourses, and 

Waiting rooms in our modern railway stations, which 

are in reality the vestibules to our American’ cities. 

This great hall is: ornamented with a monumental 

Corinthian order,- used in the openings as well as 

against the walls. The walls are laid up in Roman 

‘travertine, the color of which blends harmoniously 

with the soft green tones of the barrel-vaulted ceil- 

ing constructed of glass.and steel, which rises 112 

feet above the floor and lights the hall. ~The figures 

representing Day and Night, on the free-standing 

columns in this,room, as well as the sculptural panels 

on the exterior, are the work of Henry Hering a. 

New York sculptor. The, general color treatment 

of the station is so handled as to express the actual. 

materials used, and by means of painted surfaces a 

complete and harmonious scheme of interior ” is 

achieved. -In the study of the interior-color scheme, 

the station authorities and architects consulted with 

Jules Guerin, the eminent New .York mural painter. 

In the center of the west wall of the main waiting’ 

room is the entrance to the lunch room, .adjacent to 

which is a quiet dining room away from the noise of 

the rest of the station, which provides a more leis- 

urely type of service. Paneling in walnut. forms a 

rich toned .base around the walls of the room, the 

walls rising, light buff in color, to a coffered -ceiling 

decorated in bright greens and brick red. This’ din- 

ing room is also approached throtigh.a small recep- ‘ 

tion room off the main waiting room and from 

Clinton Street. On the north end of the west wall 

are located the women’s waiting room, test and toilet 

rooms, connecting with which is a beauty shop. At 

the south end is the barber shop, an interesting room 

with green tile walls, below which, in the basement,. 

are located the toilets for men. The usual smoking 

room for men was intentionally omitted. from the 

design of the station, perhaps as being unnecessary. 

The exteriors of both the concourse and headhouse 

‘buildings are executed in Indiana -limestone. - The 

long colonnade of the headhouse, with’ the many 

stories of offices rising behind and above it, forms 

a monumental background for the concourse build- 

ing when viewed from the east. As yet only eight 

stories of the headhouse have been built ; the remain- 

ing 12 stories are expected to be erected at an early 

date. The headhouse building is 320 by 373 feet with 

colonnades and pilasters in the Roman Doric order 

running around the entire four sides. -The set-backs 

on Jackson Boulevard and Adams Street form the 

cab drives. The office #uilding portion of the struc- 

ture sets back 20 feet from the street lines and runs 

around four sides of the central court, at the bot- 

tom of which is located the main waiting room: | 

The cab drives and passageways to the baggage 

room, located in the north and south set-backs just 

referred to, are among the most interesting features 

of the station. In the north and south pylons of -the 

Clinton Street facade are entrances to vehicle ramps 

which slope down so that at the line of Canal Street 

they are at the elevation of the main passenger ter- 

minal floor. At this point. there is a small under- 

ground plaza ‘where the: cabs are loaded and 

unloaded. This plaza is at the ends of the connec- 

tion under Canal Street; a great open.area with a flat 

groin-vaulted ceiling. From the plaza-the ramps 

turn and slope. down to -the west, and turn again 

toward each other to form a single drive down to the 

baggage concourse. Here is a large open area for 

trucking and a backing-up platform 400 feet long 

running along one side of the baggage handling area, 

which is approached also from the train platforms 

by the ramps already: mentioned. This room, 

occupying the entire area under the passengér con-.- 

course, is likewise reached from the baggage check- 

room immediately, above. In the operation of the 

station up to the present, the baggage handling has 

been found to be much more efficient than in any 

layout in Operation elsewhere in the country. 

The train sheds, which run north and south from 

the passenger concourse, to Harrison -Street on the 

‘south and to Madison Street on the north, are of a 

new type developed rom the “umbrella” shed. 

The whole area is completely protected from the 

weather, with smoke outlets inamediately above the | 

locomotive stacks, giving a direct exhaust into the 

air. .\ great increase in headroom aboye the pas- 

senger platforms is obtained here by a curved and 

‘ pitched ‘truss and roof of glass tile. The baggage ’ 
platforms are. left free of columns for easy truck- 

ing by an ingenious arrangement of. cantiléver 

trusses and columns, located at ‘the centers of ‘the 

passenger platforms. This makes for better service. 

This is the first modern building in which a great 

system of streets for vehicles is contained entirely 

within the property lines. Ramps for teaming and 

passenger vehicles, as well as the backing-up area 

and unloading space for cabs, are all in the build- 

ing, thus obviating the great inconvenience of hav- 

‘ing vehicles standing at’ curb lines on a street, as 

well as relieving the actual street traffic. In our con- 

gested modern cities this -is considered an advan- 

tageous improvement. The station was opened for . 

the. public on April 18, 1925, although the formal 

“opening was delayed until July 23, marking .the 

completion of many years of constant ‘effort on the 

part of railway engineers, the arcliitects and city 

officials. A great terminal of this character, so im- 

portant in its influence, represents the employment 

and heroic efforts of many men, men with vision and . 

indomitable optimism, who kept the great undertak- 

ing always before their eyes ; men who labored under 

electric lamps, who were relied upon for -all kinds 

of minute mathematical calculations, and the multi- 

tude of other men, those disciples of tobacco and 

fresh air, who swung the hammers and set the rivets 

and the stones to make the great vision an enduring 

reality!) The Chicago Union Station represents, to- 

day, the last’ werd in the world’s railroad terminals. 

« 
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me A Memorial Arch at Kingston, Ont. 

By LEIGH FRENCH, JR. 

NTRANCE: upon the field of war memorial 

design is in‘itself a challenge and an invitation 

to criticism from all quarters,—criticism that 

may be either adverse or laudatory. The war me- 

_morial touches an unusually wide ‘range of interests 

and persons. . It ordinarily represents a common and’ 

collective sacrifice on the part of the general public, 

which the people very. naturally feel they have a 

deeply personal and.intimate interest in commiemo- 

rating. | 

lective interest, all sorts and conditions of men, from 

the bank president down to. the grocer’s boy, seem to 

consider it their bounden duty as well as their proper 

‘prerogative to take ‘part, in the inevitable criticisni. 

It is a splendid thing’ to stir up lively interest of 

_this sort and to stimulate such all-round ‘criticism. 

If it happened oftener and with respect .to all kinds 

of buildings there would be a more definite architec- 

tural: corisciousness developed among laymen, even 

‘ though some of the criticism night not always be 

well directed. But the prospect of being confronted 

‘by so eager an array of critics, quite ready to express 

‘opinions, sometimes induces on the part of the archi- 

tect a state of mind close to stage fright, and impels 

him to a species of self-consciousness in designing 

that is nearly always unhappy in its results. Realiz 

ing that what he is about to do will’ be an object of 

‘searching scrutiny to a wide circle of observers who 

“ook to him to bring forth something very unusual 

2 Photo Pringle & Booth 

And just because of this common and col-' 

_or.striking, many an architect loses, for the ‘time 

being, more or Jess of his accustomed poise and sel! 

possession, takes leave of most of his better judy 

ment and, in the frerizied endeavor to ¢reate some 

thing the like of which has not been seen before 

commits sundry indiscretions or even produces mon 

strosities, which unfortunately are usually permanent 

If we take ‘a cursory glance at a number Of the 

that put up in both 

\merica and England since the termination of the - 

war memorials have been 

Great War, it will be plainly apparent how large 

part this self-conscious straining for effect has 

‘played ; how much the anxious aim for achievement 

that. shall have the novelty and = fully 

measure up-to public expectations has affected di 

stamp of, 

“sign: how ‘far the forsaking of precedent has bot 

stifled spontaneity and destroyed poise. It would he 

grossly unfair, of course, to make this censure’ ve 

eral. A great many admirable war memorials have 

-been designed and erected, and they richly deserve 

whatever commendation has been bestowed 

them; but, on the other hand, there are far 

memorials that have undeniably turned out disap 

upon 

too many 

pointments, to say the least, although there was every 

ground at the outset to expect more gratifying pet 

formances. Many indeed have beenthe mistakes made. 

(One of the most amazing instances of this sort 01 

thing’ occurred not long after the close of the wat 

There was held in the galleries of the Royal Insti 

Memorial Arch, Royal Military College, Kingston, Ont. 

John M. Lyle, Architect , 
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5 ee ey : : show, it was impossible . 
AEM es LARCH POR THE * ROYAL «MILITARY * COLLEGE." KINGSTON -ONT* |° to escape the conclusion 

=— mnem Se a —— : —— that the imental. equilib: 
Ho DY 7 aw te . rium. of those who had 

| ‘o) ee et te eee | sent these designs” was € 

ooo SADE li. - |- still, disturbed by fevered 

‘— a - —— = a a me Oe ‘| recollections of tod recent * 

' SS SS eS a =. ‘tragedy—that and the - 

Ps Past h Bid ee , bomen | é . ‘sort of “stage fright” al- 

“oF eta an Td ima se EERO i es ready noted.:’ The. gen- 
| —<——— enn . 7 : fc — ——y a ; eral ripen was any- i 

ft 4 | thing but reassuring. By : 

( j i; | way of sharp contrast to ; 

\ iad Lt 1G ne L! 2) all this, one may point to r 

— ee 5 ee oe eee ooo B ‘the sanity and excellence: 
+ = = oy. =. 1 Gg. A = == , ol some aie the subse- 

is ne. “4 poy | ey 1) Les gee . quent ‘conceptions of war 

FEE 28 I ood al ig ee + ] nt = memorials, which later : 

i ‘ A. ee | ; iP a far iy | assumed tangible, struc- 
jews dt PS ¢ = * - axa tural form on both sides ° 

> 1% an es li SS Ree f J | wee F iF of-the Atlantic. rational 

a hee Eeie-s Ok ee | me ee | bh tea “sep — * |. conceptions, that showed" 

4! pconersra | iT , | ie -_ + cot | oat adequate grasp of the’ 4 

| SS ieee ee | | ’ oe) subject on the part of 4 

i es og Gece’ & — |. rid peat LO their ong In, these ; 

iF wai} c*NBAY | !} _ > <i ee Pe wee Be. - cases * had. evidently 
1} cell anit be Hi {mae a a. ae J been pea ery with 

S| | use | : ine ‘ Pete” Ate 7 nicely balanced’ discern- 

( = 4 ' , th | - fag ‘ment before’ thé, struc- 
| rusvas = FOF My i = | | tures took visible form, - 

| +" coat te fos oe iE ' whether a war niemorial . 

| = Si 30 ieee sere a f pe eg i 3 2] should be architectural or 

sa ; * _— : ] 34. sculptural or exhibit the 

; ol i harmonious combination . 

y |. Epes ER Peg ewe: RPA I IR i oat Jl a, _ of both of these arts. 

* ommanens ed es ann AO" SSB Ww fakes Jn view of all the in- 

. : . coherence ‘and — uncer- 
4 Detail Drawings, Memorial. Arch, Kingston, Ont. : tainty of aim that at- 

i John M. Lyle, Architect ; . oa : tended the projects «for 

; ' war memorials immedi- 

tute of British Architects, in London, an exhibition ately after the. events of —— 1918,—a state 

of the designs submitted in competition fora monu- from which, by-the way, we have not- yet entirely 

‘ment to be erected at Zeebrugge to commemorate the .- emerged,—it ‘is ne te tg to point to the War. 

. naval action at that place. _ The site proposed pre- Memorial at Wirigston,-Ont., as an outstanding 
—— 

~ : 
sented every advantage for a memorial of distin- ° example of cohéfent’ purpose and well considered 

. - , guished charaeter, and- was really an inspiration in-form. It was designed by John M. Lyle, of Toronto, 

} itself... The competition was open not dnly to B ritish and erected by..the ( ‘oHege Club of the. Royal Mili- 

} c+ # architects and sculptors hut to those of France and — tary College of Canada at Kingston, -an_ establish- 

ii _ Belgium as well. Out’of all the many designs ex- . ment that corresponds to our West Point. The de- 

hibited, ‘only a very few merited any serious consid- _sign ‘for the Memorial was thrown open to a com- 

eration at all as eventual, possibilities. Some were petition if whiclr seven Canadian architects were 

feeble, some were hopelessly crude, others were gro- invited to, participate. Professor Ramsay Traquair, 

. tesque, while several of them weré frankly brutal, -of MeGill-University, Montreal, -was.the judge, ‘and , 

| In‘general effect they ranged all the way from the - the. prize was .awarded’ to. Mr. Lyle. ‘The accom- : 

absurdity of what’ would’ have mi ide a good tea ~panying. illustrations show the Memorial as ‘a monu- | 

| pavilion in a public park, to the dreary semblance of , mental archway forming the principal entrance to the- ‘ 

1: magnified unhewn monolith. The qualities of ° grounds of the ¢ ‘ollege. Rising as it does from the a 

grace, dignity and fitness were conspicuous by their level ground. near the edge of a lake, -it has every 

absence. Not the least noticeable characteristic of opportunity to display the vigorous conception that 

more’ than one scheme was the distorted, and mud: renders it.an _éspecially appropriate. structure for the 

dled scale manifested. After viewing the whole place it’ occupies amd the character of the establish- 

| 
: 

: ‘ 

\ : 
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ment it adorns. The. splendid sturdiness and 

strength of its aspect dominate the approach to the 

.College, without any distracting elements or, irrele- 

vant ‘features to detract, from the exéellent effect. 

The memorial is constructed throughout of buff 

Indiana limestone, save for the base, which is of 

granite from the Province..of Quebec, and the two 

large bronze.tablets, set on each side within the arch- 

way, whereon are‘inscribed the names and rank of 

155 officers, alumni of the College, who fell in the 

Great .War or in previous wars. " While speaking of 

the materials employed, a detail to which attention: 

should be especially. directed 1s the interesting variety 

of textures imparted to the limestone. No less than 

live distinct textures, in fact, are easily discernible. 

“The mouldings display a rubbed finish: the quoins 

‘are worked ‘in coarse point, giying a surface some- 

what resembling. fine vermiculation when seen from. 

a little distance: the margins of the quoins are tooled 

with three bats te the inch; the attic story presents 

.a sawn finish; and the face of the ashlar masonry is 

finely tooled and’scored with steel wire filings. The 

result of this nicely ‘studied textural treatment ‘is 
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remarkably pleasing. The surface of the granite 

base exhibits an axe finish. It is rarely that one 

finds the subtleties of contrasting texture values 

-more happily developed, particularly when the varia 

tions occur in one single material. 

The facade of the arch toward the roadway 1s of 

what might be termed documentary import. The 

long panel of the attic story bears this inscription ; 

TO THE GLORIOUS MEMORY-OF THE 

KX-CADETS OF THE ROYAL MILITARY 

COLLEGE OF. CANADA .WHO GAVE 

THEIR LIVES FOR THE EMPIRE. 

ERECTED ANNO DOMINIT MCMXNIIIL 

At each end of this panel, carved in bold relief, 

are roundels .surrounded by military emblems; on 

one roundel is carved the coat of arms of the Gol 

lege, and- on the other the coat of arms of the 

Dominion of Canada. The other facade, .facing 

toward the College, bears in the panel of the atti 

story the College motto, . 

TRUTH: DUTY: YVALOUR 

while immediately beneath it, -cut in) somewhat’ 

smaller lettering, are the lmes from Rupert Brooke : 
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“Blow out, ye bugles, over the rich dead! 

There's none of these so lonely and poor or old; 

But, dying, has made us rarer gifts than gold.” 

The helmeted head, sculptured on the, keystone 

crowning the archway of this south front; shows 

vigorous action, the mouth being open and seemingly 

shouting the “Ave” of the old Roman legionaries ; 

the corrésponding head-on the north facade, toward 

the roadway outside, is in complete repose.. These 

heads, as well as the rest of. the sculptured enrich- 

ment on the arch, deserve more thi in merely passing 

notice. The carving throughout is instinet with fine, 

nervous quality and lively vigor. Other Inscriptions - 

occur on the bronze tablets inside.the arehway. At 

‘thetop of one are the lines: “Hark how the Drums 

beat up again, For all true Soldiers, Gentlemen!" In 

the head of .the opposite tablet is the inscription, 

“Pro Deo et Patria, Erected by the Royal Military 

College CGlub'of Canada, Anno Doniini, 1923." .On- 

the pedestal base eastward of the arch is carved the 

legend “Je Me Souvien’ with reference: to the 

French Canadian -cadets of, the College, a graceful. 

tribute: to.their memory and ‘to thetr sacrifices.’ 

\part from the various inscriptions, which unmis- 

takely proclaim the martial and memorial character 

of the structure, ‘symbolism has very appropriately 

played an import int part in.the scheme of decoration. 

The .groupings of military attributes, empaneled 

above the base and in the frieze and at the ends .of 

ARCHITECTURAL. FORUM ©; _ February, .1926 

the arch, are. not the only items that emphasize by 

their emblematic character the purpose: of the struc 

ture, for the force of allusion is séen in another fea- - 

ture also. The two tall panels on the outer sides of 

the arch show’ thé sword of sacrifice piercing the 

names 6f the places of engagements in which fell the 

officers: whose memory is perpetuated,—Mons, the 

’ Marne, Ypres, “Vimy, . Gallipoli, Passchendaele, 

\rras, Canal du Nord and other hard fought tields, 

the names of -whieh wall live forever in history. 

While the, memorial -at Kingston is unniistakally 

_of Classic inspiration, the architect has not set out. 

to imitate any one particular work of antiquity. On 

tlie contrary, he has exercised independent . creative 

facility along with due respect for precedent and 

tradition, using them as aids and means. to an end, 

not groveling before them as inexorable masters. In 

the freedom of: his handling he has .displayed a, 

‘ scholarly; command of the situation and of ‘the re-- 

sources- at his disposal. Without’ egotism: without 

any suggestion of the agorizing attempts at inco-, 

herent ‘and delirious ualtra-modernity so appallingly 

exemplified in some of the creations seen at the 

recent Paris Exposition, and without any .of the 

troubled vagaries that have marked so much -war 

memorial design, Mr. Lyle has pursued: a calm ‘and 

‘equable course and produced a piece of sound, decor 

ous and vital architecture, eminently appropriate to 

its purpose, which.it is a pleasure to chronicle + here. 

Detail, Front Elevation, Memorial ‘Arch, Kingston, Ont. 

John M. Lyle, Architect 
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LV Two-Way Reinforced Concrete Slab Construction 

By K. F. JACKSON 

N ‘dealing with the subject of two-way reinfore- 

ing in concrete construction, a distinction should 

he made between slab panels supported at the 

‘four corner points and those supported along the 

“stances virtually demands that the framing shall 

four’sides. The first belong to the broad classifica-— 

of which there are several 

the second,. which are wholly different in 

tion termed “flat-slabs,” 

varieties : 

‘their action and consequently in design and useful- 

ness, and. which are commonly deseribed as “two- 

way slabs.” will be discussed in the present article. 

Generally considered, the two-way slab does not 

assume the importance which it should in construc- 

tion; it has‘not ‘come into its own, probably because 

ef a lack of appreciation on the part of architects 

and engineers of its value. It is not yet instinctive 

with a designer to consider it unless it is manifestly 

apparent, as the structure assumes form, that it is 

the one type of construction most adaptable. In 

short: it might be said that it is now employed only 

‘when: some circumstance or combination of circum 

take that form. 

sideration; its peculiar advantages should exert a 

It would 

frequently be of distinct benefit were the architec- 

It is worthy of much more-con- 

large influence in the layirig out of a plan. 

ture conceived in such manner as to accommodate 

two-way framing. It has, in fact, many advantages. 

As with other types of reinforced concrete con- 

struction, the two-way slab is represented by a 

variety of forms or systems. In all, however, the 

principles are the same; although.each may possess 

its own particular feature rendering it most suitable 

for use under ‘certain conditions. In passing, some 

of the best known of the systems will be enumerated 

and briefly described. To begin with, there is the 

solid concrete two-way reinforced concrete slab, the 

basic form and parent‘of all others. 

sists simply of a flat plate containing two sets of. re- 

This slab con 

inforcing steel bars, both near the bottom, and one 

just above and at right angles to the other. It rests 
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upon, ‘or is monolithic with; some ‘hind of support 

along: each of .its edges.-- Then there are the varie- 

ties in which the.solid concrete is replaced by ‘series ° 

of parallel and intersecting ribs or joists, these being 

formed by the introduction’ into the slab of some 

sort of incombustible hollow blocks. These blocks are 

‘laid on the wood formwork in rows and with spaces” 

from 4 to 5 inches wide between them on all sides. 

(ross channels are thereby created, in the bottom-of’ 

which are placed the steel bars with the required: 

bending, and into which is ‘poured the concrete. 

“The slab may be carried up only to the tops of the 

blocks or fillers and stopped flush ; or, as is more often 

the case, it can be continued to the point where the 

‘fillers are completely immersed and covered with a 

continuous uniform topping - of concrete. In this 

’ way the joists become miniature beams of tee sec- 

tion. 

blocks with ends. closed or with the block flues left 

open; permitting the inflow of concrete to whatever: 

extent it will—30 ‘per cent or more, probably. Also 

for this. purpose gypsum block construction is used, 

and a comparatively new block of’ slag concrete is 

now ‘being marketed. These blocks. are manufac- 

tured by a high-pressure process and are of such - 

consistency that the shell itself is capable of taking- 

stress in the construction. .Still another system is 

that in w hich actual voids or pockets are formed 

between joists. by inverted basins of metal or wood. 

‘All of the faregoing systems are equally suited to, 

a reinforced concrete or’ structural steel-framed 

building. As already. explained, each of these sys- 

tems has its especial appeal or merit. In general, 

solid slabs are best for use when the spans are short, 

the building small, or the dead weight of little sig- 

nificance. 

the saving in weight, due to the voids, results in a 

saving in materials and labor throughout the super- . 

structure and foundations;—the’ ‘fillers being used 

Other systems involve the use of térra cotta’ 

satisfactory, 

The ‘joist systems are best for use where: 

February, 1926 

where a solid wile is desired, the domes where a 

pocket effect is not objectionable or where a ceiling 

of lath and plaster can be added. Some Of the - 

fillers are more fire-resistive than others and more 

effective in sound deadening. . Some also provide a 

superior surface well adapted for receiving plaster. 

_ The requirements for the use of a two-way slab 

are bays or panels,- roughly square as opposed to 

long and narrow (although 90° angles are not éssen- 

tial); and a support, whether it be a beam or wall, 

along-each side. By “roughly square” -is nieant a 

ratio of spans which does not exceed one and four- 

tenths to one, or one and six- -tenths to one, depend- 

‘ing upon ‘the ‘code under which the work is being ~ 

designed. - The most effective ratio of spans, con- 

sidering the economy factor only, is from one to one 

up to 6ne and three-tenths to one, ‘or thereabouts. 

As a result.of the lack of complete data and on 

account of divergences of opinion in regard to two- 

way ‘slabs, there. is found, considerable variation in 

their treatment in city building ordinances and codes, -_ 

and there is common to alla tendency to “play safe.”’ 

There are differences in the regulations as.to the 

percentage of total load to be carried in the: one. 

direction and in the other; in the afrangement of’ 

reinforcing bars in the two sets, and within the sets ; 

in the handling of the load itnparted by the slab to 

its supporting member, whether to consider the mem- 

ber uniformly loaded, or whether its load is dis- - 

tributed according to the ordinates of a parabola. 

Because of these safe tendencies, all are undoubtedly: 

although some favor’ certain parts of 

the construction, unnecessarily and inconsistently, 

others, other parts ; some approach nearer than others 

“to providing the greatest resistance to stress where 

it is a maximum. The write. has never heard of an 

accidental failure in two-way construction. There isa 

Vast inherent strength in -two-way slabs, and there-- 

fore all niethods of design in common Practice are. 
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sufficient. Briefly, the reason for this ultra strength 

peculiar to two-way slabs is twofold; first, the arch 

action, that is to say, the tendency for the panel to 

act as a unit like a flat dome; and second, the re- 

straint placed upon the concrete, or in other words, 

the use of compressive forces in two directions. 

It is well known that a solid, being compressed 

in one direction and unrestrained against elongation 

in the other, has not the same power of resistance 

to the force exerted as has a similar solid under 

compression, but with a restraining force against 

distortion the other way. For illustration, assume 

a cube of rubber with pressure applied to two oppo- 

site faces. The rubber is distorted rather easily, the 

two faces, upon which the forces act, crushing closer 

together, the other two faces being forced outwards. . 

The top face of the cube, originally square, becomes 

rectangular. If, now, at the time of application of 

pressure’ to the two opposite faces force is also act- 

ing upon the other two faces, the resistance of the 

rubber to both compressive forces is greatly in-. 

creased. For the same reason and in the same man- 

ner, concrete, in a slab reinforced two ways and 

thereby subjected to compression in two directions 

at right angles, lias a greater resistance to each than 

would the same concrete in a one-way slab which 

sets up compression in one direction only. This 

double compression, furthermore, does not produce 

any greater strain in the material itself. This fact 

may be easily proved. If the forces F-F act in one 

direction on a cube of concrete, the area of the face 

of which is A, a certain unit compressive stress is 
E 

' developed which is equal to —. If another set of 

A 
forces F-F are applied to the cube at right angles to 

the first and of the same intensity, a unit stress of 

F , . 
— will likewise be developed in that’ direction. 
A : 

Since any two adjacent forces may be combined in 

a. resultant, represented graphically as the diagonal 

of the force diagram, two of the adjacent F’s may 

be combined, as may also the otlier two, and the re- 

sult is two forces, each equal to F\/» and opposed. 
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Each, however, acts on an area which is Ay 2, so 

: ‘ Fy» 
that the unit stress produced equals ——. which 

AV 2 

F ; ; . . 
equals —, the same as is caused by either of the two _ 

A ; ? ‘ . F . 

original compressive actions. .The same is true 
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Double Compression Does’ Not Produce Greater 
Strain in the Material 

whether the two compressive actions are equal or 

not; the strain produced by the two is no greater 

than that produced by either of the two alone. 

The foregoing facts lead up to the point where the 

economies and merits of two-way slabs may be pre- 

sented under five general heads. First, either thinner 

floor slabs are provided, which means a saving in 

total height or a greater clear height per story, or a 

greater number of stories; or else with a prescribed 

thickness of floor slab, fewer beams are required as 

supports. In both circumstances a saving in mate- 

rial and labor is effected; there are required less 

concrete, less steel, less formwork, and:less wall’ 

material per unit of floor area, all this economical. 

Second, there is a reduction in dead weight, which — 

Span a . ° Span a 

anb 

Economies of Two-Way Concrete Slab Construction ‘Are Explained in This Article ; . ] 
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meahs fewer or 

requirements tor 

architectural effect 

columns. The reduced 

in terms of 

smabler 

foundations, and the decreased space occupiéd by . 

‘columns, result in more and better available floor ‘area. 

Third, the greater spans which can be carried with 

slabs and beams limited as to size allow more free- 

‘dom in the location of columns. This has an iname- 

diate appeal’and needs no further elaboration. 

Fourth, a structure is provided which’ possesses 

stiffness and stability. The slabs in themselves are 

peculiarly fitted to sustain concentrated or ‘moving 

loads. The crossed system of reinforcing tends to 

disperse concentrations over wide. areas; and hence , 

more readily withstands them. In like manner, with 

-moving loads the shock of impact is lessened by 

virtue of the spfeading of load effect. - Focusing 

attention on the beams, there -i8-a similar Condition 

involved. 

_ directions, there results a building which is éx- 

tremely stiff. The-frame is tied.and braced through- 

out its length and breadth. Still another- considera- 

tion is that the loads are most rapidly brought to the 

columns and down to. the ground. -Floor load moves 

the beams and thence to the. columns. 

‘The intermediate transfer from beams to girders 1s 

eliminated ; 

~ weak link,, the we akest of 

strerieth of the structure. 

the elimination of 

“middleman,.’ 

Las st of all, the concrete is utilized twice. There 

are, two ‘separate systems of reinforcement to take 

directly ‘to 

which deternrnes. the 

-intermediate handling, of* the 

sistance 

provide a super-factor of safety, or to accomplish a 

With strong carrying members in both . 

there is one less chance of there being a, 

Jt is an axiom of lifé that ° 

is a step in the direction of economy.. 

‘February, 1926° 

serves forthe compréssion .in both directions. So 

far as’the concrete is concerned, there are virtually 

two slabs in one., Here is a génuine item of écono- 

my. . Also, through the agency of double com-_ 

pression and’ the resultant enhanced power of .re- 

in the concrete, there is opportunity to 

saving by reduction of the live load or- increase m 

the allowable stress, contingent for its amount upon 

the area of the panel. -This saving is permitted by 

many building codes, notably that of Boston, which’ 

provides for a 10 per cent reduction’ of prescribed 

live load where the area exceeds’ 100 square feet; 15 

per cent where it exceeds 200, ‘and firially, 25 per 

.cent where more than 300 square feet: comprise. the 

“supported area.of a- single two-way panel. Two- 

way panels of an area up to 1000 square feet or 

over are qiite within the -rangé of possibility and 

feasibility. The only buildings in which live load 

reductions are inadvisable are those of the assembly 

hall or storage Ww areliouse type.° 

the necessary 

slabs. ‘are panels. tiearly 

To summarize: briefly in conclusion, 

conditions ‘for two-way 

‘square or with spans .at 90° approximately equal, 

and available’ supports along: all sides. In proceed- 

ing with this method of framing, good architectural 

effects may ‘be procured, and there follow freedom 

in -column location, thin ‘floars, few beams, light - 

weight - ~of construction, good provision for concen- | 

‘trated, and moving leads, great strength and stability, 

and fast hut not: least, economy. Architects, engi- | 

‘neers and. builders must Secure the most at the least 

care. of the tensile stresses, but the-same concrete — cost,,and the’ possibilitiés of this system are great. 
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v "an Villa Maria, Southampton, 
ni: ¥- 

EDWARD P. MELLON, Architect 

N the southern side of Long Island there ex- tant part in the layout of the property itseliy as well 

ists a sand bar which separates frony the sea - as in the designing of the ‘buildings. \s it was «le 

Gréat, South Bay and. Shinnecock Bay, and . sired that the dunes should not in ‘any way he dis 

which has a* length of about 50 miles, with a fairly turbed; the buildings of the estate were designed t« 

even breadth of about 1000 feet. On the sea side of | conform to them. In solving any architecti 

the bar there exists a continuous line,of dunes, some lem the architect generally succeeds best when he. 

of which rise-to a height of 50 or 60 feet. At.the designs his building to conform to the topography 

extreme western end of this bar stands, the far- of the property and ‘its ‘environment, rather that 

famed Fire Island Light, and at the extreme eastern when he attempts.to make the property cor 

end the bar connects with the mainland of Long the buildings. .Color was here one of the ch Ci 

Island, at which point stands the house knéwn as tures to be considered. In this particular section 01 

the “Villa Maria.” This junction of bar and main- Long, Island during most of the summer the sky 1s 

land forms approximately the western limit of the - as blue as that of Italy, and the sea on the one sic 

historic and picturesque town of Southampton., and Shinnecock Bay on-the other possess at times ‘ 

No large houses had been erected on this strip of | the vivid blues of the Mediterranean. \s the dunes 

sand bar until its possibilities were seen and appre- are covered by long, waving, gray-green grass 
] ‘| t ciated -by the architect of the “Villa Maria.” The as the beach at, this point is broad and ¢ Cal t Was 

location appeared to lend itself as an exceptional site, thought best to make the color of the house co 

with its outlook and environment suggestive of the form to that of the: beach sand, which contrasts 

-Itahan coast, for the creation of an early Tuscan — rally ii its color with the dune grass and thi 

house, such as are seen scattered here and there among The development of the property and _ the 

the friendly hills of ancient Tuscany. The beauty of the buildings on this estate formed a pioneer 

and natural contours of the dunes played an impor undertaking.” No road or other means CESS 

se ate Le 

er 
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T he Villa Maria, House of Edward Ps. Mellon, Esq 

F Southampton, N.Y j 
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Detail. Facade, The Villa 

February, 1926 

Maria, Southampton, N: Y. 

“Edward P % Mellon, Architect 

existed on this piece of land until after the “*\ illa 

Maria” ' Meadow Lane, 50 feet 

wide, was built to and, through the- property. ‘On 

the westerly side of the estate lies one of the highest 

was begun, when 

dunes along the coast, and -it was ‘considered. desir- 

able.to locate the house 1n such a pt sition as to ‘gain 

the protection: from the prevailing westerly winds 

afforded by this dune. Therefore, the walls of the 

‘housé and the property were designed to conform 

to the natural undulatién of the dunes: © This* 

necessitated making the northerly’ or entrance side- 

‘of the house three stories.in height, and the south- 

erly or ocean side of but two Stories. ‘The.level.of 

the main floor is 42 feet above low tide. -Advantage. 

was taken of the existing depressions on the prop- 

‘erty for ‘the- location of ‘thé’ driveway; entrance and 

_service courts. and gardens; also an open lawn. or 

vista, lined an both sides with high hedges, was con- 

structed from the entrance court through the length 

of the property to provide a view of Shinnecock 

Say, which at this point is known as Taylor’s Creek. 

Ns the-sand ‘bar provides no soil, top soil ‘for the 
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Edward P 

vista lawn and gardens had to be brought to the site, 

and the property was filled to a depth of 6 feet. 

This ‘rich surface soil, together with the moisture of 

the sea air, makes possible in, the gardens the pro- 

* duction of the finest varieties and the greatest abun- 

dance of flowers and vegetables which can he’ had. 

The brilliant sunlight, which during most of ‘the 

vear prevails in.this -district, equals in its intensity 

the sunlight of Italy, and. casts the deep shadows on. 

which Italian buildings are so dependent for color- 

ing and contrast.’ This contrast of- color was height 

Mellon 

‘the stucco, 

applied there was wide variation. Phe 
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- Driveway to Entrance, The Villa Maria, Southampton, N. Y 

Architect 

ened by the variation-obtained in mixing and applying 

each wheelbarrow-load of which was 

mixed separately with: darker colors, so that when 

finished 

coat of-sticco, which was made smooth in texture 

although uneven in surface, weathered rapidly, so 

that the house is now beautifully streaked in places, 

as the result not only of heavy rains which at some 

‘periods of the vear prevail in this localitv, but also 

on account of exposure to the sea air. Chis weath 

ering gives the impression that the buildings have, 
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Loggia, The Villa Maria, Southampton, N. Y. 

been standing for decades, though actually.they .were 

erected less than two yéars ago, but have aged quickly. 

The architectural detail. of the main entrance -is ° 

executed in honed stone, above’ which, in a récessed 

plaster panel painted a deep sky blue, is a bas-relief 

of the Virgin and ‘Child. © Around. the ‘snialler win: 

Dressing Room, The Villa Maria, Southampton, N.Y: 

dows the wide raised stucco bands are painted a deep’ 
‘seal brown. The unglazed tiles issed for the roofs and 

for the copings of the property walls, were specially 

designed and made. by hand for: these buildings ; they 

vary in’ color from, deep. brown to soft red and 

orange; and.are: Jaid in: irregular: lines and grouted 
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Garden Gate, The Villa Maria, Southampton, N. Y-- ee? Stairway, The Villa Maria, Southampton, N. \ 

with ‘cement to give: the impression of age.. The lowing a precedent often adopted in Italian country 

-interior and exterior ironwork, which’ is mostly old, architecture. Thé house, which is fireproof and 

was selected and bought in Italy by the, architect-. absolutely dry even during damp and foggy weather, 

owner. The garage’and chauffeur’s cottage, which is constructed of ‘terra cotta blocks covered with 

are located om the side of Meadow Lane opposite stucco, and the floors are built of. reinforced con 

the main property, are built into the main wall, fol crete. The interior walls are finished in rough, w 

a 

fl BRO 



plaster and tinted:-a muntibe r of Various deli- 

cate colors, which ‘give the effect. of mother of ‘pearl, 

‘There’ is no trim anywhere in the house, the plaster 

‘being .returned back against the’ window frames. 

The window sills throughout the. house aré, formed: 

of dark red. tile, which’ are alsa used Lor the floors 

of the bathrooms.-. E very window of- -the house. has 

an . xtensive water view. he finished floors, mostly’ 

f blac k and white marble, having’an unusual texture’ 

‘and patina, were taken. from old, buildings. In- one: 

‘or two instanges. the floors are covered with im- - 

port intique; dark ‘mottled red tiles. The stone 

mantels throughout the house were -purchased in. 

Perugia preyious to the war, so that there’ was no | 

trouble in taking them directly 

which they were found, and shippitig them. 

Particular attention should be called to the very 

unusual friezé which runs around the dining ‘room, 

“This irieze, of soft blue and gold, was taken’ out, of 

: the fe mous Torlania, Palace in ‘Rome, which was torn 

down t permit of the erection of the Victor Emanuel 

Monument ‘on the ‘The 

- es 

Piazza Venezia. frescoes on 

the dining room were 

the same palace. 

the walls of 

The library, walls are painted < 

highly varnished, and the 

made of dark walnut, with- the 

The semi-citcular stair- 

is constructed ‘of cement painted white, with the 

7} rch, brilhant gold, 

and Ih 

ra 

wkcases are 

panels picked out in gold. 

Cast 

sharp edges worn, off to simulate the results of wear... 

THE ARCHITECTURAL | FORUM 

from the old build-. 

also taken fre “a 

American country house, 

.and rain of many, years, 

February, 

Mest of the ne furniture and. pictures in, the 

“Villa Maria” were purchased, directly from their : 

original owners in Italy.and Spain, although to meet’ 

the American demand for-comfort, a few pieces of 

English furniture were introduced and ‘so’ arranged 

as’ to form an, exceedingly harnionious effect, 

formity with the character. of the house itself. Furni- 

ture of widely different types . is here found in com- 

itis ‘agreement. 

in con- 

W here a home is designed and planned in a -defi- 

nite, historic architectural style, it gains greatly when 

into its fabric there are built det: ails from old build- 

ings, and when its furnishings are at least partially 

pieces belonging to the period’ represented. This is 

particularly true when the architectural type being 

- interpreted ’ is as strong:and vigorous as the It iat 

oF. Spanish, cand, as has already been suggested, thie 

Villa Mz atia owes much of its inter est: :to the use of 

mantels,. w rought. iton, tiles .and: terra cotta ‘which 

‘have been made parts of the actual structure, anil par- 

ticul: arly to the use of interior fittings, ‘stich as furni- 

ture, fabrics, paintings and.other objects. Due’ largely 

‘to the use of these old details of structure and fur- 

nishing, the Villa Maria suggests toga Ly not the’ usual - 

new and likely t6 bea trifle 

but an.old_ villa in: Italy, weathered by thé sun 

and filled with. the treasures 

furnishings which accumulate 

Italian 

raw, 

in the during 

several 

way Of 

generations in an country home.. 

‘ Garage and Chauffeur’s Cottage, The Villa’Maria, Southampton, N. Y. 

1926 - - 
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ENTRANCE FACADE, THE .VILLA MARIA, SOUTHAMPTON, N. ¥ 

: : EDWARD P. MELLON, ARCHITECT ; 
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ENTRANCE, THE VILLA MARIA, SOUTHAMPTON, N. Y. 

MELLON, ARCHITECT EDWARD P. 
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FIRST FLOOR . 

HOUSE NO. 5, CHELSEA PLACE, MONTREAL ~ 

BAROTT & BLACKADER, ARCHITECTS 

SECOND FLOOR - 
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DETAIL, CHELSEA PLACE, MONTREAL 

"  ‘BAROTT & BLACKADER, ARCHITECTS . 

PLATE 30 

$ LONS CR ETRE NY ES BRET OF OIE 5 
: 
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SECOND FLOOR 

BASEMENT ' FIRST FLOOR 

HOUSE NO.- 6; CHELSEA PLACE, MONTREAL 

BAROTT:-& BLACKADER, ‘ARCHITECTS 
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a weer 

DETAIL, ENTRANCES, CHELSEA’ PLACE, MONTREAL 

BAROTT & BLACKADER, ARCHITECTS 
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SECOND FLOOR: ae wee ee THIRD. FLOOR 

a si 

‘+ BASEMENT . *, . _ FIRST FLOOR 

HOUSE NO. 3, SUMMERHILL TERRACE, MONTREAL 

_ BAROTT & BLACKADER, ARCHITECTS 

rh: 
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- SUMMERHILL TERRACE, VIEW FROM: SIMPSON STREET, MONTREAL 

" BAROTT & BLACKADER, ARCHITECTS . , 
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. Y. The Skyscraper in New York 

By EDWARD 

HIS -is a, setting down of some impressions 

that the- skyscraper makes upon me,—an 

average man; quite uninstructed in architec- 

ture, engineering and ¢ivic planning, equipped for 

ficial knowledge of tod many subjects. Tam a very 

bull’s-eye of a man, in that I represent that happy 

center’ of mediocrity Which most architects and _ all 

politiciatis aim to hit, Such being my: situatiori, | 

’ feel privileged to discourse on the skyscraper, or 

’ what you will,. without responsibility to anyone, in 

_the firm belief that these introductory lines have the 

- the-task orily with the’ modern citizen’s hazy, super-- 

RUSH DUER 

than could be supported by bearing walls was undet 

taken by the engineer, and his successful accomplish 

ment was presented to the architect, who was ex 

pected to dress. the evolved framework in appropriate 

clothes.- The result of their joint efforts has been a 

“tremendous triumph—at any rate for the engineet 

The engineer's responsibility ends when. he has 

successfully conformed to, the regulations of the 

various .departments of city government, and his:: 

object is achieved if he has produced a safe stru 

“ture and satisfied his client's demands. He is not 

merit of absolving me in adyance from all charges of © 

pretense to any knowledge of the canons of art. 

va I 

‘as Obvious that the largest American cities are 

fast being rebuilt as great aggregations of sky- 

scrapers. This is particularly .true of New York, 

-where the skyscraper originated (though Chicago 

disputes. this ).- where it has reached its greatest devel- 

opment, and whence: it has spread throughout the 

length and breadth-of this country. Canada has. 

adopted it in moderation,: Europe not at all as yet. 

Increasing land valites in the lower part of Manhat- 

tan Island‘and. within the “Loop” in- Chicago resulted 

ina demand for greater revenues from the buildings 

within, those areas.’ Accordingly, the development 

‘“.of at steel structure that would carry more stories 

Phy to. Fairchild Aérial Surveys, Inc. 

concerned with the outward appearance of his build 

ing, and is quite indifferent to it as a contribution to 

the livableness of the city. Where thus the respon- 

sibilities of the engineer end, those of the architect 

begin. More often than not they may be one and 

the same man, yet the purposes of this article will 

best -be served by regarding him as two. The publi 

gives no thought to the architect’s work. The atten 

tion of the man in the street is entirely focused on 

the spectacular adding of story on top of story. His 

admiration and the intense pride which still inspires 

the question ‘put to every visiting foreigner—*W hat 

do you’ think of our high buildings ?’’—mean alto 

géther,-or have meant until recently, admiration -of 

the engineer's performance, a worship of a thing big 

and practical accomplished,—something *.\merican.” 

\What to the engineer has been no more than a 

practical and straightforward problem, the solutio: 

oe 
Fee — 

* 
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Airplane View, Grand Central District, New York, Showing Shelton Hotel 
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American Radiator Building, New York 
Raymond M Hood, Architect 

of which has meant, however, a highly: important 

development:of his craft, must, when he first faced 

it, have appeared to the architect as an invitation to 

a voyage to nowhere. on a completely uncharted sea. 

‘| have fio means of ‘knowing, but I am ‘nevertheless 

persuaded that our leading architects have neither 

‘liked the: skyscraper nor approved -of it. Tt is only 

“within the last few ‘years,’ recognizing its economic 

necessity, | assume, and the consequent inevitability 

of its spread, that the men at the top. of their profes- 

sion have undertaken the work of desivning it.. The 

improvement that has only recently begun to show 

would seem to justify and to’ prove ‘this theory. 

fo mien steeped in the traditions of the past, and 

nowhere is precedent 86 studied and so venerated as 

in the architectural professien, the advent of, the 

‘skyscraper could have propounded nothing Jess than 

a revolutionary problem,—TI had almost said “revul- 

* sionary lo be dsked to design an interpretation of 

steel beams laid at right angles to each other! - Un- 

doubtedly the first reaction ‘to ‘this demand consti-" 

tuted’ objection Number One. A’ further and even 

more serious objection (Number’ Two) was the dis- 

proportionate size of the.colossus to its environment, 

-and the gloomy, canyoned streets that resulted from 

its overwhelming height. - It was, of-course, impos- - 

sible for the best architectural minds to endorse the 

THE ARCHITEC TURAL FORUM February, 1926 

idea of denying or disguising the ‘steel construction 

by dressing it in borrowed Gothic and Romanesque 

plumes (with the pretense, insisted upon over and 

over again, that.a lot of little columns and arches and 

pilasters were Supporting the, vast weights °-sup- 

posedly superimposed upon then’) which character- 

ized the efforts of the’commercial architect-builder 

who designed the first “coverings.” It was equally 

impossible to ignore the advent of a new factor in : 

American civic life. Here was unquestionably, the 

dawning of an epoch in the community's existence 

which called with increasing insistence on architéc- 

Is not this the Iron Age ? 

Then, in its great interpretative capacity; must archi- 

tecture proclaim it to a waiting and expectant, world! 

‘The call has apparently been loud enough and in- 

ture to express its ideals. 

sistent enough and (let us not be ashamed to admit 

it) financially promising enough to attract’ some of 

the “best minds” and to ‘overcome their objections. 

The ‘results are beginning to appear here and there, 

results in which: attempts at disguise and denial are 

done away with, and in which the steel uprights, the ’ 

main support of .the stricture underneath, are em- 

phasized boldly and simply in the long vertical lines 

of the:facade, lines which run the full ‘height of the 

huilding and which serve fo accentuaté this, its most 

distinctive feature. It is a long step forward when 

the truth is at last- fearlessly: faced and asserted, and 

the form of the steel structure thus acknowledged, 

its spirit caught .and expressed. This spirit is not 

-only a revelation of what is underneath ; it is frame- 

work, steel, commerce, trade, the age itself idealized 

the particular purpose of the building is indicated ; it 

is all these taken at their best, their sordidness for- 

-gotten, their high and legitimate aspirations alone re- 

maining.-. Buildings so conceived and so executed are. 

as yet but few, very few, in nuniber, for let us not de- 

ceive ourselves by. assuming that mére masses. of 

masonry must necessarily be architecture, though in 

the mist their outlines be interesting, or impressive!’ 

FFORT during the last 25 or 30 years to find an 

appropriate expression for. the new city, which 

New York is constructing on’ the wreckage. of her 

past, has resulted successfully in that ceftain stand- 

ards have been raised whose ennobling influence, it is 

to be hoped, will be very far reaching. Unafortu- 

nately, however, the story of the new New’ York 

does not promise to be’ simple in its essentials when: 

finally told. The way out from its present welter of 

architectiiral confusion .is only faintly indicated as. 

‘yet; nor do we seem to be very clear as to the method 

of solving a number of other problems-to which -the 

skyscraper has contributed complications of its own. 

Two of these problems are causing considerable con- 

cern at present, and will probably cause-a great deal. 

more later on; they are”(1) traffic congestion, which 

is constantly becoming more and more of a problem, 

‘due to the-continual crowding of very high buildings 

withiti a limited area, as _a_ palliative for which 
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double- .and_ triple-decked streets are talked of, 

though that sounds very dreary and depressing to 

me:;.and (2) a sociological problem. involved in the 

herding of thousands of substantial middle class 

families .into cramped and restricted apartments. | 

don’t know how they will ever solve that problem 

comfortably, unless the tenants avoid having. any 

children—-or very few—or move to the country. 

lose the most valuable class of its citizens, through 

not providing adequate houses for them, leaves the 

“City in the unbalanced possession of the very rich and 

the not a satisfactory civic condition. 

- To be fair, the skyscraper should not be held respon- 

sible for the latter problem: 

very poor, 

Increase of population 

and high.costs of living are the real catises behind it. 

However, we must bear in mind that it is no light 

task for such a vast and heterogeneous city to rebuild 

itself intelligently within a comparatively short 

period of time, while concurrently it has been -in- 

creasing its population at an unheard-of rate, and 

more-disturbing still has been the radically changing 

character thereof. How could all these extraordi- 

and provided 

How could there readily be found a fixed 

and harmonious architectural expression for such a 

tumultuous community ? 

nary complications be foreseen, 

against 7 

I do not mean to say that 

if there were such a thing as static chaos it could not 

be architecturally expressed ; but surely it is not sur- 

prising that the dynamic chaos which has been New 

York during the first quarter of the twentieth cen- 

tury has. baffled the ‘effort to express it. 

evidence, however slight, that 

appearing today, we may be sure it is because the 

city is beginning to find itself, and because its char- 

acter and its meaning are taking fresh forms to such 

If there is 

- any of expression 

extent as will permit the architect to cognize them.. 

In what style is this character and meaning being 

expressed in those .few skyscrapers which I have 

claimed reveal the spirit of the new era? What is 

the new standard that is being raised? ‘There are 

two of several buildings which seem to me to provide 

very satisfying answers to these questions. is (one 

the Shelton Hotel on Lexington Avenue. ‘The other: 

is the office building of the American Radiator Com- 

‘pany, opposite Bryant Park. They have nothing to 

do with Europe or the past; they are symptomatic of 

\merica, and they. are conceived in a’spirit which so 

‘far as I know represents this country’s only con- 

tribution to architecture of an entirely original style. 

These buildings are not beautiful, 

contrary, rather grim, which is obviously due to their 

color, though I should be inclined to believe that their 

contours contribute even more to this effect. In the 

case of the Radiator building there is a grotesqueness 

‘and a hint of bisarrerie that is delightful. But-the 

extraordinary thing, to my mind, is the successful 

treatment of the heights. They are both quite evi- 

dently very tall buildings, and yet one instinctively 

asks—-why shouldn't they be? And indeed even more 

‘than that—for were they not.as tall as they are their 

‘significance would be.lost, and in.the case of the 

THE ARCHITECTURAL FORUM 

To - 

they are, on the . 

Phot Siaurd Fischer 

Shelton Hotel, New York 
Arthur Loomis, Harmon, Architect 

Radiator -building the. effect would be merely absurd. 

If these intuitions of mine are approximately cot 

rect, does it not follow then; that height and design, — 

are so interwoven in the new style as to be indistin 

\nd this, I cati 

must very marvelous 

accomplishment ; for up to the present time the dis 

proportionate height of 

euishable the one.from the other ? 

not help but believe, be a 

the skyscraper has been 

overpoweringly and unpleasantly prominent. — [vet 

the much admired Woolworth Tower has always: 

impressed me more by its extreme height than by its 

undoubted beauty. In other words, in looking at it, 

| think of the two things separately; and | suppose 

that is because its style is reminiscent of the days of 

bearing walls, and of heights that were attainable 

without elevators. 

be 

from the water: but then we are judging it by stand 

Its beauty to be truly enjoyed 

must viewed down some long perspective, 01 

fooling 

ourselves by placing it outside the new ‘development 

ards of another time,*and subconsciously 

The rather ridiculous idea has often occurred to me 

that 

Gothic dress is as inappropriately 

the Woolworth Tower in its distinguished 

placed on it 

‘ present site as the Statue of Liberty would be were 

that heroic lady removed from her island to the City 

Hall Park. statues 

‘would constantly remind us of the pleasure we 

Our traditional knowledge of 
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might enjoy: were her size reduced to such propor 

‘It took considerable time and a great deal of bad 

‘architecture.to learn that in the interests of truth the 

engineer's work must be interpreted and not dis- 

vuised. When that point was reached, a few fine 

Inuldings were erected, of -which the Woolworth 

lower was far and away the most successful. The 

‘second important step has now: been taken,—the 

‘spirit of the grant building has been .at last found 

_! donot think I exaggetate the seriousness of the 

creation of a style which one might say is the sky 

craper.” New York has embarked, for better .or 

WOTSC, 

buildings almost exclusively. It becomes therefore 

» matter of first importance to her that the styles in 

which ‘these buildings are designed should .fit ‘their 

sizes, their- purposes, their time, should’ exhibit. the - 

working of intellect, and should inspire a sympa- 

thetic understanding among the people, in shoft 
+1 ae 

ration only, nor mere walls of -deadly plainness. 

e of. the -heroi¢c—or’ 1s it 

York into 

this destroying of her past,.both bad 

It -savors somethin: 

delirium ?—this crashing ahead of New 

the unkrrown, 

and good,—-this scrapping of the work of Stanford 

White and Richard M. Hunt, who were with us only 

vesterday; along with the Contractor's, obsolete jobs. 

Not satished with anything that: has been offered 

her,is New York reaching out to high heaven for 

some tremendous expression almost beyond men’s 

power to | conceive,-or is it merely ruthless mate- 

glances could take ii and c¢ mprehend ! 
] 

tecture has been neglected. 

On a Career of, reconstruction involving high 

that the styles should be architecture, and not deco-- 

. arises: 

February, 1926 

rialism,, rank, utilitarianism amounting almost to a 

hatred.of the beautiful as a weak and contemptible 

diversion? Qf course it is neither the one extreme* 

nor the ether.- While the ‘c mmmunity’s attention 1s 

-concentrated’ almost exclusively on earning its living 

and on solving problems of transportation,.the reck-* 

less real estate speculator has been given a free hand, 

and, to his selfish skyscraping, dévelopments: every ; 

quarter of the town has been’ surrendered. Our 

parks are walled in; our avenues are Sunless ; archi- 

But the American archi-- 

. tect. did not:-allow himself to be neglected for long 

He may have sighed’ over the destruction of what 

‘he had already done for New. York, but he -did not 

hesitate to come’to grips with this new situation;-dis 

‘couraging and disheartening as it may have. ap 

peared. The thing that happened was his ¢ombina-. 

tion with industry in the latter's desire .to advertise. 

‘itself appealingly t Hence the Woolwortli ‘Tower antl 

the buildings of: the new development -that I have. 

cited as two of its leading and conspicuous exainples. . 

The new style is‘in part a justification of the 

destruction of the past: The. question hopefully 

will it stimulate a taste which, increasing by 

‘what it feeds on,.will demand satisfaction through a 

curbing of ‘the speculator, and through the establish 

ment of -segregatéd areas, where som¢ architectural 

peace and aspiration may be.enjoyed? Certainly if 

the new style expresses adequately and profoundly 

the modern .\meriean civic ideals, it will not fail et - 

recognition, and its very truth is the force which will 

surely establish it. The question is interesting indeed. 

™ 
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Designing the Small City Hotel 

By WILLIAM L. STODDART: : - 

[ is safe.to say that there are few architectural larger. Wotels of 50 years ago must be equally im 

projects, if any, that.must fulfill individual re- pressed. We take no vain stand, then, when we pom t 

quirements more ‘exactly than the small hotel. In with pride to the hotel of today, and see in it one o1 

this classification are grouped hotels of from 100.to our most successful and really national achievements 

350 rooms, and. figures gathered throughout. the ‘The hotel is definitely a national-quite as’much as 11 

country show that these are vastly more numerous 1s a local institution, for one hotel follows another 

than ‘larger hotels, and that they represent the real in an unbroken chain across the continent, and fron 

substance of the country’s hotel business, the big north to south. Much of life in this country, bot! 

hotels being the “high spots.” Every traveler from — socially and commercially, is lived in the hotel, at 

‘Europe is impressed by the American hotel, by its | the smaller the town the more keenly is the modernity 

service, by its comfort and atttactiveness. And those of its best hotel regarded as the index or measure o1 

of us- who look back to the smaller, and even the — the progressiveness and prosperity of the community : 
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George Washington Hotel, Washington, Pa.’ 

; William L. Stoddart, Architect 
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i 

Hotel Patrick Henry, Roanoke, Ve.” 

William L: Stoddart, Architéct 

ee 

Géorgé- Vanderbilt. Hotel; Asheville, N. 

William L. Stoddart, Architect 
c 

It is not difficult to make distinctions in different 

towns and cities and to determine for each, after due 

. consideration -of , special -or unusual ‘factors, the size 

and type-of hotel ‘which will be most likely to prove 

a profitable investment. The place that is prim arily 

industrial is obviously not so good a “hotel town” as 

the place that is-‘more a. trading centet, or a univer- 

sity town, or a town ata strategic crossroads 

travel.or in a resort locality. “The commercial trav- 

eler, the tourist by rail, boat or motor, convention 

crowds,—these ‘are the, prospective: patrons of the 

hotel, and it is according -to their ‘number, present 

and prospective, that the hotel is generally planned. 

- The small city hotel, being essentially a community 

project, is likely to-be- launched by’ representative 

local busitress men with the cooperation of the Cham- 

ber of Commerce’ as the need for it. becomes evident. 

-It is upon the” ‘requiremerits of local conditions, as 

presentéd by these men, that > ‘architect must: base 

his, plans, though’ if the lessee or operator is also 

called in’ at this point, further valuable advice. and: 

knowledge are pooled. It is advisable for the small 

_ hotel’.to .build conservz tively, very little ahes id of its: 

immediate needs, unless special indications. insure a 

very rapid erowth for the town. Provision should 

be made for enlarging. as the. town or city grows. 

These additions were provided for in the buildings | 

illustrated .in these pages. Experience has shown that: 

‘a modern fireproof hotel of less'‘than 100 rooms is not 

Charlotte Hotel, Charlotte, N. C. 

William L. - Stoddart, Archifect 
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“a safe economic proposition ; it will not pay for itself, 

and such public portions as the dining room will 

gperate at a loss, although niodern coffee rooms 

assist greatly in reducing losses on dining rooms. 

-\s governing: the location of the hotel in the small 

city, the chief ‘consideration should bé given to the 

choice of the site, and its cost should not cause the 

rejection of the most desirable plot. Any experienced 

hotel man will agree that location is a factor of prime 

importance in the success of a hotel, whether it is 

large or small. The best site will-be one. located in 

_or close to the best retail shopping district .and the 

theaters, on at least.one main car line, and preferabl) 

- in the direction of the residential part of the town. 

The best and most far-sighted knowledge of local 

real estate trends should be taken into account here, 

in order to aveid locating ina part of the town which, 

may. become run down or unfashionable. «A location 

close to the railroad station may not: be- compatible 

with the conditions just outlined, but in these days of 

taxi service, it is very doubtful if this is as important 

‘as loeating in the more permanently fashionable. part 

of the town, One reason for this importance is found 

‘in the high rentals fer shops on the street floor of a 

hotel, as it has been found that these will pay ‘25 per 

cent of the cost of the building; or better still, they 

should return -at least 10 per’ cent-interest on the 

cost of the property, a most important consideration. 

_From the nature of the small city hotel project, 

economy is the keynote where economy can be 

_ effected without too much loss of efficiency or effect. | 

In laying .out floor plans, for instance, it is highly 

Sir Walter Hotel, Raleigh, N. C. 
William L Stoddart, ‘Architect 

San Juan Hotel, Orlando, Fla. 
William .L. Stoddart, Architect: 

* Poinsett, Hotel, Greenville, S 
William L. Stoddart,’ Architect 

ae 
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desirable to pkan as’ many 

floors ‘alike as possible. 

The arrangement ‘of the 

floor .plan- will be based 

on -the requirements in 

each particular instance, 

and, these differ from 

‘those of the large metro- 

politan hotel. It has beer ‘ 

. found that there is’not a 

universal) demaind_ - for. 

rooms with baths;.so that 

it is perfectly feasible to 

provide a number of sin- 
O. Henry Hotel, 

William a Stoddart, Architect 
‘gle rooms on each floor 

with only, lavatory and. _ a 

toilet equipment. These rooms, with single beds, 

_may be located on the courts, while larger rooms, 

with baths, and twin beds, can he-located om the. street 

fronts, while’ the best rooms, arranged in-suites, can 

occupy the corners of ‘the buildings.- Every roonr 

should have lavatory and’ toilet facilities, and each 

should -have a closet of at least reasonable size’ 

Provision for sample display rooms will depend 

upon the nature of the business ef the town; and as: 

such space is only iti use part of the time, it should 

not be giveri-too much area. In many small hotels. 

hedrooms are utilized for this purpose by the instal- 

‘lation of “disappearing beds” and the arrangement 

of rooms ‘en :stiite, while in.-others ‘private dining 

.rooms, with folding: partitions, may be thrown to- 

gether into one large: room when-occasion requires.: 

‘Because of limited local patronage it_is always well 

to conserve space.in the public portions of the hotels, 

as these are largely non-productive, though modern , 

customs demarid an attractive lobby, lounge and: - 

dining room, with lunch.room and coffee shops as 

profitable adjuncts on the street lével floor: The, best 

small hotel plan, in, the matter of lobby; lounge’ and 

dining room, is that which is, the: most flexible, be- 

‘cause its patronage varies on éecasions. An effective 

solution is a design which combines the dining room 

and lounge in such a way that the dining space. may. 

be enlarged or contracted by. meatis of screens: This 

will take care of any une xpected -overflow and at 

the same time will prevent the dining room’s, during 

times of normal patronage, seeming empty. With 

this scheme it Is necessary to provide spaee for an - 

easily accessible storeroom to take care of the extra: 

dinitig room furniture or- the temporarily removed 

lounge furniture, according to the needs. Gf the day. 

The inclusion of a large .ball- room or assembly 

room is a matter to he determined’ entirely by -local. 

.conditions. If the town is located strategically as a 

convention center, or if. it has a large Kiwanis or 

‘Rot arian body, there will be profite ible use for such 

a room, often amply guaranteed in advatice, and there 

can be no question but that facilities - for handling 

_ large assemblies, add -tremendously to’ the prestige of 

any hotel as the headquarters of ‘imp irtant gather- 

ings. It is in this « mnection that the hotel in the 

Greensboro, N.’C: 

February, .1926 

small or moderate sized 

town fulfills its function 

asa community building 

part of American life. 

The mechanical equip- 

ment of the small hotel 

has hecome lar gely stand- 

an architect who has had 

typé of building’ knows 

tions “and so forth. One 

-point, however,, finds. hotel managers of divided 

opinion, that of the house laundry plant. It may 

aid in reaching the decision to know that’a laundry 

plant for a hotel of 200 rooms costs about $12,000 to 

install, so-that its inclusion in the plans mz iy depend 

somewhat upon the total’ investnient possible. : 

Little has-been, said here about the exterior appear- 

ance of. the small hotel, or of such elements of. archi- 

tectural style as may appear iti the public and -semi- 

pubhe parts, such as.the dining rooms, lobby and 

lounge. A justly popular stylistic treatment is ‘a 

modified version -of Georgian Colonial, brick ‘with 

white trim, not only because this type of building is 

in harmony with the average American environnient, 

but also because it has a certain “homelike” appear- 

ance that most people like: It is.a style which lends 

itself well to the sm: ull.hotel, because it maybe greatly 

‘modified by economy without. too mich loss of: effect: 

or ‘on the other hand it may be considerably elabo- 

rated. The type is readily adapted to conditions. 

- The architect ‘of the hotel today, moreover, ‘has a - 

-great advantage in the vastly improved design of. 

lighting fixtures and moderate priced hotel furni- 

- ture. Fhe keynote of the modern hotel interior,—and 

iii this the smaller hotels. directly. follow the larger, 

is toward a certain kind of smart simplicity, ‘Walls 

if. lobbies and principal. hallways are likely to. be of 

cast travertine or textured plaster, and the whole 

- character of -the decorative scheme has become :as 

different from that of the ornate hotels of ‘the ‘*Wal- 

‘dorf typé” as these were different from the, hetels of.’ 

the Civil War days. Hotel standards change quickly. 

Hotel management in ‘this country, regardless of 

“the size of the hotel, has reached a high development 

of efficiency in catering to the varied demands of its 

public, and this efficiency has beén’ met; and even: ° 

‘more often advanced, by the ‘architectural specializa- 

tion. that has’ been expended on its design.. 50 marked 

indeed is the improvement. -in hotel design, not: enly 

of vast. hotels in Jarge cities but -even, of houses in 

much smaller places —that the building..of a well 

designed hotel has béen known to exert a beneficial 

effect’ upon the architecture of a town as a-whole. 

\ new and-better standard for the “community is 

thus: established by. the hotel or by its architecture: 

and becomes an essential 

ardizei by practice, and © 

any experience in this 

almost to a dollar the cast ’ 

f heating. plant, elevator. -' 

system, kitchen, installa-- 
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N designing.a hotel for. 

a small city or a large 

town, it is. often neces- 

sarv to build on a-lot of 

‘ moderate. size because it 

is the only -centrally Jo-. 

-cated site available for 

- the purpose. The cost of 

the building is much less 

‘when the height rather-, 

than the ground area .is 

increased. To put a nine- 

story .building on a plot 

of ground 75 by 75 costs ~ 

less than it does, to erect 

a.five-story building on a 

plot 100 ‘by 100. In, 

consequence, most of the 

recently constructed ho- 

tels in small cities are - 

likely to rise ‘conspicu- 

‘ously and ostentatiously 

above the low and simple 

-offiee buildings, churches 

and. houses which sur- 

round them: Such is the 

case with ‘this 96-room 

hotel in Bridgeton, N. J. 

To keep the.cost de wn, 

the building is practically 

-devoid. of all architec- . 

tural ornament excepting’ 

for simple pilasters and 

cornice executed in lime- 

stone in the basement 

stories of the building,” 

>and in brick and terra, 

cotta in the top ‘story. 

lhe: design, which is as 

straightforward as it is 

.simple,1s much ‘helped by 

the excellent pre yportions 

\, ‘ 
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HOTEL CUMBERLAND, BRIDGETON, N. J. 

“DREHER & CHURCHMAN, ARCHITECTS 

. ? _— 

. Main Floor 

Ly oer: 
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‘Mezzanine a \ Typical Floor 
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. . FORUM SPECIFICATION AND DATA SHEET—88 

‘Hotel Cumberland, Bridgeton, N..J.; Dreher & Churchman, Architects 

OUTLINE : SPECIFICATIONS 

GENERAL CONSTRUCTION: 
Steel ;-r¢ inforced eoncrete ; concrete piles. 

EXTERIOR MATERIALS: 
Granite, limestone, brick, and ‘terra cotta. 

ROOF: i 

slag. 

WINDOWS 
Wood frames and sash; plate glass. 

FLOORS 
Vile, terrazzo; maple, and ceinent 

EATING 
Vapor. 

PLUMBIN6: ; 
(salv- ’ | “cy ¢ id | “ry maivVahnized 1rOn and DTrass. 

{ the windows in the seven upper: or bedroom stories. 

Located on an irregular ¢orner lot, ‘an entrance 

from each street leads into the main lobby of the 

hotel 

street sides, of the buildtmng, so that-it'‘may be directly 

The dining room ‘is loeated along one of the 

approached fram the hotel entrance on this side. 

\rrangement has been made for only. one storé on. 

the ground floor plan, unusual in these days of high 

The irregular-shaped 

The 

-taxes and high land values. - 

plan is logically and conveniently arranged. 

main lobby, the manager’s office and large dining’ 

room are located on the two street sides of the 

structure, while space at the rear is occupied by a . 

COST PER CUBIC. FOOT:. © 

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT: 
Rigid iron conduit; elevators. 

INTERIOR MILL WORK 
brick, oak, and metal. 

INTERIOR WALL FINISH: 
Plaster, painted. 

DECORATIVE TREATMENT ; 
Plaster pilasters and. paneling in lobby, dming 

room, mezzanine and‘ball room. = *_ - 

NUMBER OF GUEST ROOMS: - 
Q4. Te oy 

APPROXIMATE CUBIC’ FO¢ YFAGE - 
$70,525. - ' sca 

55 cents. e 

YEAR OF COMPLETION 
1924. a | en 

large service .department, boiler room and various 

storerooms. | Two : _ centrally 

located, connect with the floors above. ’ The mezza- 

nine floor contains a writing room and a women’s 

-Each of the seven bed-— 

passenger elevators, 

retiring room and lavatory. 

room floors is divided into 15 bedrooms, some with: . 

individual baths and some with -baths-so arranged: as: 

to be acéessibleé from -each of two- rooms.  Prac- 

tically all the baths are’inside, and no outside wall 

The 

upper stories of the hotel cover much less of the lot 

space.than the first floor, where the kitchen, service 

and heating departments are only one story.-high.. 

space or window areas are taken up by them. 
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"HIS smalt, 75-room hotel shows care and thought. 

in the refined architectural details of the front: 

elevation. The introduction of the slightly project-. ; 

ing center bay, which breaks -the front facade into 

= ged z l . . Orr ice - i» 
* y * = jh -t 

HOTEL .FRANCE, PARIS, ILL. 
JOHNSON, MILLER, MILLER’ & YEAGER, ARCHITECTS 

three parts, is an excellent idea. In this case there 

would have been considerable: improvement had the 

three upper stories of this bay been constructed 

entirely -of limestone or terra cotta instead of lime 

: 

Typical Bedroom Floor 

eas i t ; i 
4 — RE Re OE Eee i IE 
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F ORU M SPE (CIF IC AT ION . 

Hotel France, P aris, Tl. Tohusoes Miller, Miller & Yeager, Architects 

OUTLINE SPECIFICATIONS © 

*GENERAL CONSTRUCTION 7 Ow 
Reinforced concrete ; skeleton construction 

EXTERIOR MATERIALS 
Mat red brick: white mortar. 

RO yr: : ; 

far and gravel 

WINDOWS ie 
Wood: double hung and Casement - , 

I: OORS “ty : 
lerrazzo, composition and” cement ¢ carpeted, 

HEATING : 
‘Steam. 

PLUMBING: - 
Showers or tubs in practically all rooms. 

, DECORATIVE TREATMENT: 

DATE’ OF COMPLETION: 

AND DATA SHEET—89 

INTERIOR MILLWORK: 
Gum. mw ; 

INTERIOR WALL FINISH ae 
laster, decorated. , 

‘Public rooms, orn: uneénti ul pkaster ; cue st rooms, . 
smooth ple ister walls, decor: ited iT. Lol. 

NUMBE R OF ROOMS: ’ 
ine 5 F ° fs “« e 

\PPROXIM A’ rE ( CUB FOOTAGE 
354,850. Rees 

COST PER CUBIC ‘FOOT: 
‘46 cents, without equipment. 

July, 1924. 

stone and red brick. .Sach a treatment would have 

‘given the bay added emphasis. and dignity, and would ° 

have obviated the rather .thin, ladder-like effect. of, 

its six windows. The filled-in arches and the case- 

ment windows or doors, which are protected by iron 

railings, carry a pleasing balance on either side of 

the main entrance, while the detail of the colonnette: 

and-entablature of these ¢asements .18 refined and 

interesting. A suggestion of the detail of the Adam 

brothers in this simple hotel: facade is particularly 

noticeable in the iron and. glass’ marquee over: the 

front door and in the lights on-either side. 

The lobby is logically placed across’ the front of 

‘the first floor.: To. the rear are located elevators 

offices, dressing rooms, ete., a small cafe called the 

“Italian Room,” and a long, narrow dining reom 

-De tail of Lobby 

opening directly-into a good-sized kitchen. It seéms 

rather strange that the kitchen, instead of the dining, 

room, should occupy the street-side of the building. 

Thé basement contains.a barber. shop with, bathrooms 

connecting, beauty parlor, laundry and repair -shop, 

in addition to boiler and coal rooms, - toilets ‘and: 

‘storage space, which is used for various- purposes. 

_ Each of the three bedroam floors is cut up into 25 

small bedrooms, -off each of which: is a small toilet 

-reom ; and in; connection with the eight larger led- 

rooms individual bathrooms are included. The lava- 

tory and main stairway are centri ally located, and a -. 

rear stairway affords an additional means of escape 

in case of fire. On the whole, the plan is well ar- 

ranged for a small hotel, wheré the nuniber rather 

- than the sizes of the. rooms is the: important. factor: 

‘Detail of Ent rance 
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HOTEL ELLIOTT, SUFFOLK, VA. 
_PEEBLES & FERGUSON, ARCHITECTS 

.Floor .” Typical Bedroem Fl6eor 

has just 

‘taining just LOO rooms, the 

the 

“Commerce, 

building carried up to 

full height of e1 ; 

flanked on. either 

two-story: Winos 

help to give scal 

mortarice ) ( ‘ 
8 pee . | 

) the s¢ ) 
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A” YPHER modern fire 

proof hotel of the 

type which is bringing joy 

ta the heart of the tourist 

been opened in 

historic Sutfolk, Va. Cor 

Hotel “ovect oO} Elliott, a pr 

Suffolk Chamber ot 
cost S500.000. 

subscribed by the citizens 

oft the city. In design the 

hotel consists of a central 
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OUTLINE SPECIFICATIONS 

‘GENERAL CONSTRUCTION : i 
Fireproof ; concrete frame. 

EXTERIOR MATERIALS: 
. Brick, ‘stone and terra cotta, 

ROOF: . . 
Composition, 

- WINDOWS: 
* Wood frames and sash. 

FLOORS: | 
Cement, tile, and’ marble: 

HEATING: 
‘Vacuum steam. 

PLUMBING: | : 
' .Galvanized iron pipe. ° 

_ FORUM SPECIFICATION AND DATA SHEET—90 - 

. Hotel Elliott; Suffolk; Va.; Peebles & Ferguson, Architects 

INTERIOR MILL: WORK: 

Pine, painted white. 

INTERIOR: WALL FINISH: 
Plaster. ~ 

‘DECORATIV-E ‘TREATMENT: 
Public rooms, ‘decorated in oil paint; guest 

- rooms, papered. 

NUMBER OF ROOMS::. - 
Guest rooms, 100. 

APPROXIMATE. CUBIC. FOOTAGE: 
600,000. ' | 

-°COST PER CUBIC FOOT:. 
50 cents. $ 

DATE OF -COMPLETION :° 

August, 1925. 

low flanking: wings of the building is given up to’ 

open porches,. a very desirable. feature in a hotel 

located in a; perpetually mild climate. In plan the 

main floor shows the’ main entrance, a coffee shop. 

and three ‘good-sized stores on the principal street 

front, and a secondary .entrance, barber shop’ and 

dining: room located on the minor or side street. 

The main lobby, with office, passenger elevator 

and main stairway, is located at the center of the first 

floor, directly back 6f which is a large kitchen with 

‘ service hall, stairway, elevator and entrance. On the 

mezzanine or second floor are located the women’s 

parlor and writing room, banquet and ball room, pri- 

vate dining rooms and ‘card rooms. ‘The banquet 

‘room, directly above the dining room, connects with 

the largé open porch on ‘this side of the building. 

The room is decorated in the Colonial style, with. 

wood wainscoting and trim, and is painted in tones 

of dld ivory. It is of such size and shape that it may 

be used either as a ball room or as a convention hall. 

Had a greater ceiling height. been: possible for this 

room, a much more effective and architectural inte- 

rior-and better ventilation would have been secured. 

Dining Room 

The stx’ bedroom -floors of the hotel are practi- 

cally identical in plan, each containing 16 bedroonis, 

with individual baths. *.All the bedrooms have. out- 

side windows and are so arranged that they may be .° ° 

taken singly or in suites. The walls of these rooms 

are covered with wallpapers copied from old Colonial 

designs.’ Carpets of interesting’ color ‘and design 

entirely: cover the floors. of the rooms. At the’ rear 

. of the second story is a largé linen room and a ser-- . 

vice pantty. to be used in connection with the- banquet 

room. The end of the clothes chute, through’ which | 

all soiled linen can be dropped from the floors above, 

is'in the linen room. -’ Adequate shelf spaces for the 

storage of reserve linen, as well as sewing machines 

for repair work are included in this room. In the. 

basement is the mechanical plant of the building, 

.which consists of the refrigerating ‘apparatus, steam 

plant for both heating and cooking, the ‘electrical 

switchboard, general hotel storeros mm, and a- storage 

space for each of the shops located at the .front of 

the street floor.. Lockers and toilet rooms for em- 

ployes are also in the basement: _ The’ hotel has been. 

planned and constructed to, provide for enlargement. 

Mezzanine 
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1H E. Yorktowne Hotel is by no 

means a small house, contain- 

ing as it does 220’ rooms, yet in 

comparison with the’ metropolitan 

type of hotels it can justifiably be in- 

. cluded in this. group. The ‘simple de- 

sign of the exterior fz acade is executed 

_ in red brick with terra cotta architec- | 

tural ornamentation: designed’.in an 

adaptation of“ simple © Renaissance 

motifs tastefully and effectively used. 

‘Located at the corner of ‘two prin- 

cipal thoroughfares, the-lower part of 

the building shows a -distinguished 

‘architectural treatment. The front, on 

’ East Market Street, which contains 

three stores, a: lunch room and the 

principal entrance, suggests in its de- . 

‘sign a two-story pavilion. ‘The base- 

‘ment wall of this pavilion’is broken 

up into large, open shop fronts -with 

piers « between,. above. which, six tall _ 

arched windows with individual bal- 

ustrades give a monumental effect to. 

this part. of the facade. Above the. 

‘arched windows, which are connected 

by a string .course, is a high entabla- 

_ ture with a decorated frieze, which . 

turns the corner and follows along the 

South Duke Street facade. The ar- «: Pete: Courtesy of American Hotels Corp. 

‘rangement ‘of aftched : windows, also a -YORKTOWNE. HOTEL, YORK, PA. 

turns the corner of this street,.but — - | ‘WILLIAM L. STODDART, ARCHITECT 
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FORI M SPECIFICATION AND DATA SHEET—91 . 

Y orktowne Hotel, York, Pa.; William C. Stoddart, Architect 

XO rae 

‘lastic slate ‘rooting and Hashing. ; 

VINDOWS’ 

Double-hung, wood windows. 

ELOORS 

. Main lobby, terrazzo; dining room, wood and 

cement; ballroom, wood ; guest rooms and cor-* 

ridors, cement carpeted, 

-DECORATIVE TREATMENT: 

. . - a 

Vacuum heating” svstem, - vacuum . pumps. ~ 
Street steam supply and exhaust ventilation. 

Bath or shower for every room. 

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT ; 
Complete light and power system. 

INTERIOR MILL WORK s 
Gum, wood finished a walnut color. 

INTERIOR WALL FINISH: 
Plaster, painted. © 

Main lobby and dining room, imitation Caen 

stone. Guest rooms, papered. 

NUMBER OF’ ROOMS 
220. 

continues only a short distance, just far enough im 

fact'to permit the introduction of three large win- 

- dows. The treatment of the rest of the South Duke 

Street facade is quite different on the lower stories 

from the monumental pavilion design used across thé 

entire East Market Street front. The necessity of 

locating a large main lobby. only a few steps above - 

the street level on this side of the-buildmg prevents 

the more logical architectural treatment of continu-. 

Ing ‘ ~ 
across the minor front, as on the principal street. 

the basement shops and tall arched windows all 

The eight femaining stories of cé upled and singte 

window openings are so broken up by terra .cotta 

string courses, window trim, wall panels and heavy 

roof cornice that a feeling of variety rather than 

Nonotony is secured. _ The single windows, wide 

wall areas and brick quoins give strength to the cor- 

ners, ofthe building, in regard to which it cari only 

be regretted it’ was not’ 

possible to locate the sin 

ele. windows on the centers 

of the large arched win- 

_dows of the main or first 

story, to add to the Sym- 

metry of the building. 

These arched windows 

excellently indicate the 

erand ballroom, which ex- 

tends across the entire 

Ikast Market Street front 

of this floor \s stores 

and lunch room are located 

helow this” ballreom, its 

floor 1s some © feet above 

the floor of the main lobby, 

lecessttatimyg a short Hhieht 

of steps-down to the lobby 

The street floor also. con- 

tauts a large ‘dining room 

with serving pantry and a 

large, well equipped kitchen at the rear.. Secondary 

stairways, the hotel office, passenger and service ele-- ° 

vators and checking rooms are also included on this 

floor. “\ mezzanine floor containing private dining 

-rooms,- women’s - retiritig. room, serving pantries, 

men’s and women’s toilet rooms and entrance to the 

ballroom balcony is located above the main lobby, 

and-takes up-the difference in level between the ceil- 

ing of the lobby, and that-ef the ballroom. 

The bedroom floors are practically all alike in plan, 

each containing 36 bedrooms. Each of the bedrooms 

has an individual bathroom, some equipped with bath 

tubs and others with showers. As is usual in modern 

hotel planning, the bathrooms are located on the 

inner sides of the rooms, opening off small entries. 

Some rooms are arranged with beds which disappear 

into closets, making the rooms availablé for use 

either as bedrooms or as sample exhibition rooms: 

Dining Room 
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ADDITION TO THE. HANOVER INN, HANOVER, N. H 

LARSON & WELLS, ARCHITECTS 

HE growth of Dartmouth College rendered ihe 

size of the old Hanover Inn, which was built - 

‘about 1870, quite inadequate to take care of the largé 

crowds frequently drawn to Hanover for college 

games and commenucements. It was quite a problem 

to decide just what type of addition should be built to 

stylistic Classification. It-was an old brick building 

with a mansard ro of, characteristic of the period im 

which the original inn was built. It seemed wise, 

therefore, to ignore the architecture, or rather the 

lack of architecture, of the old structure and to design 

the new wing in a straightforward, simple adaptation 

of Colonial architecture, which has heen so* success 

Main Floor 

the old hotel, which. could, not claim any detinite 

fully used by Larson & Wells in atnumber ot .thi 

recent buildings of different types at Dartmouth 

The exterior shows a five-story building, the top 

oor of which is under a sloping hip roof and lighted —s 4) 

hy a series of dormer windows. ‘The first story 1s 

given considerable dignity and prominence by .th 

use of wooden pilasters, entablature and large arched 

windows having small panes. .\bove these window 

openings are triple and single windows equipped 

with blinds. The scale of the large, arched windows 

-of the first story might have been improved had then 

division into small panes been slightly less marked 

he white painted trim and window ,frames, string 

courses and cornice contrast pleasantly with the red 

pacaaeale 
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GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS . 

GENERAL CONSTRUCTION :° 

tions. : 

EXTERIOR .MATERIALS: 
rick ; Stone and wood trim. 

ROOF 

Slate. 

WINDOWS: _ 
Wood, double-hung. 

FLOORS: 

lithic carpeted ; service floor and halls, ¢oni- 

position. 

HEATING: : 
Vapor ; steam from central plant. 

‘FORUM SPECIFICATION AND DATA SHEET—92 

Addition to Hanover Inn, Hanover, 

Steel and concrete interior frame; tile parti- - 

First floor, linoleum, guest room floors, grano- 

N. H.; Larson’ & Wells, Architects 

PLUMBING: ; ee: 
Brass piping; vitreous and‘ enameled iron fix- 

tures. M Por — , 

‘ELECTRICAL TREATMENT: 
Lighting and bells ; telephone ; power. 

INTERIOR, MILL WORK:. Ay 
--Whitewood. ss" 

INTERIOR WALL FINISH: 
- Plaster. ao. 

NUMBER OF ROOMS: 
48 guest rooms. ni 

APPROXIMATE CUBIC FOOTAGE: 
271,000. 

COST PER CUBIC FOOT: 
5315 cents. : recs 

YE \R OF COMPLETION : 
1924. = Ee e 

brick and green blinds, which, taken together, give 

the desired ‘olonial. effect to the building. The 

strong similarity. between the porch and cornice . 

details of.the original building and -those of .the new 

help to tie together these two structures. 

In plan, the new wing has a large dining room 

occupying the entire first floor. This‘room conneets 

directly with the maity kitchen in thé older and. 

original part ofthe inn. ‘The. four .floors. of. bed- 

rooms are identical in plan, containing six bedrooms 

Detail, Dining Room 

located on each side of a long central corridor. Each 

bedroom has an individual. bath: Access to these 

new floors of bedrooms. is had through a connecting 
‘ stair hall built at the rear corner of ‘the original 

building. The illustration of the dining roem shows 

that much care has been exercised in the refinement 

and.scale of its Colonial trim, which reminds -one of ° 

the late. Colonial detail found. in-some of the houses 

in Maine built even as late as the ‘first de¢ade_of the 

nineteenth century, trim Of refinement and delicacy: ° 

Detail, Facade 

February, 1926 
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“i hy GEORGE WASHINGTON HOTEL, WINCHESTER, V A. 

; ‘CLARENCE L. HARDING, ARCHITECT 

HAT the building of good small hétels is not windows which would have been more pleasing to the 

restricted to New York, Pennsylvania and New eye and in better scale had the heavy transom bar, 

England.is clearly evidenced by a glance through the which cuts the windows in two horizontally, been 

pages presenting these eight small hotels. Here is a omitted. The width of these windows required 

small . city. of . Virginia, hardly known to New — unusually heavy lintel stones. A more pleasing effect 

“ comfortable and commodious small hotel containing’ -a continuous stone course, which would have added 

102 bedrooms and well appointed public rooms. to the apparent height and importance of the entab 

The rather:‘monumental entrance on Piccadilly lature marking the top of the first story. The win 

. Market- Street are both indicative of the care taken immediately below, but slightly lower in_ height 

. to givé to the detail of the building a genuine Col- forming a sort of frieze above the top string courss 

main, floor. are successfully indicated by large triple to the attractiveness of the design. Careful placin 

( 
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Basement ; Main Floor Typical Bedroom Floor 

Yorkers, which possesses an excellently planned, imight, have been obtained had these lintels been made 

- Sisk: atte the severely dignified side entrance on dows of the top floor are the same width as those 

onial character. The important rooms of the first, or Small panes in all the window openings further add. 
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FORUM SPECIFICATION 

George Washington I lotel, Win heste 

OUTLINE SPECIFICATIONS 

W I 9 sum 1 
F ( | RIATS 
\\ = 1 \\ s . d-Tact 1} iba =l1mes 

; 1+ nae trin erra cot iriic . be ( irsecs 

falvanized 1FoOn ¢ r1lice¢ 
(>| 

| : ] ' ‘ lnk - +t] Felt angel ‘ Nemtorced concrete slab‘ with Te <AnG lag 

finished root 
WINDOWS , : 

Double-hung ; wood sash and frames, except in 

kitchen ‘and portion, 

factory , 
FLOORS: | 

service where métal 

sash are used, 

Concrete floors carpete d iti bedrooms ; oak floors 

in dining .rooms; marble floors in lobby and 
lounge; rubber floors tn bedroom ‘corridors 

and Coffée Room: tile floors in all bathrooms. . *’ 

HEATING 
Vacuuin system. 

PLUMBING 
Modern ‘open plumbing ; bath tubs built in: 

of the windows, those of the.bathrooms as well as 

of the bedrooms, adds much to the architectural bal 

ance and dignity of the exterior of the building. ° 

. The well balanced first floor plan shows two en- 

trances, one through the large vestibule in the lobby, 

while another, leading from Market Streét, is-reached, 

by a broad flight of granite steps leading directly 

into the entrance lounge, off which opens the large 

dining room. -. @n one side of the front vestibule is 

a writing room and on the other a women’s recep 

Coffee Shop . 

AND DATA,.SHEET—93°.°- 

Va.; Clarence ‘L. Harding, Architect - 

wo electric: passengt elevators 7 motors 

pumps and incandescen 

RIOR ‘MIL! 
White painted gum ‘wood and 

stained birch. 

\ I>] WOk \ 
‘mahogany 

‘TERIOR WALL EINISH . 

Hard plaster throughout, with smooth finish. 
DECORATIVE TREATMENT . : 

Public rooms: walls painted in tints to harmon- 

ize with draperies. 

.throughotit. 

painted. 

NUMBER OF: ROOMS: 
102 guest rooms. : 

\PPROXIMATE CUBIC: FOOTAGE: 
666,487. ‘ . . = 

-COST’ PER CUBIC FOOT: 
53 cents. ; 

DATE OF’ COMPLETION :- 
‘June 15, 1924.. 

Guest rooms,’ papéred 

.Corridors ‘and — bathrooms,,. 

tion ‘room. ‘The SO called “Gold Room” occupies 

one entire end of.this hotel. A spacious serving 

‘pantry jeins the kitchen and dining room, and, has a 

small service stairway.adjacent. In order to obtain 

cross draft as well as to light the cléak ro m, clerk's 

room and manager’s office, a good sized court is 

located. at the center of the-building. Fhe four. bed 

room ‘floors. show little: variation in style or arrange-- 

iment. ‘Each of the 27 rooms on each of these bed- 

room, floors is provided with a built-in wash basin. 

‘ Detail ‘of ‘bebe 



VAN CURLER HOTEL, SCHENECTADY, N. Y. 

i HENECTADY ean boast 

of having one of the best 

planned 200-room hotels in the 

H. L. STEVENS & CO., ARCHITECTS 
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country. Unfortunately, the ex 

terior design fails to possess the 

excellence readily eranted to the 

plan. An unfortunate and dis 

concerting restlessness has been 

caused by the numerous small 

-spots of white’ trim. scattered 

over the entire facade stone, 

button-like discs or rosettes, 

oblong’ detached panels, broad 

belt courses, in which brick and 

stone panels alternate, all cor 

tribute to that feeling. The hie 

stone basement, in which stores 

are placed in either wing, has a 

sumple dignity which could wef! 

have heen emulated in the rest 

of the design for the buildit 

The | I oh S ‘Tance portico o1 

living tect ag prieers forms 

entrance to the hotel, 

hospitable note 

which is both appropriate 

pleasing The details 

porch, however, DOSSES 

san le quality of thinness 

in the other exterior det 

the top storv of. the 

buildis G hour hricl 
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’ GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS . 

GENERAL CONST RUCTION : 
’ Reinforced concrete ; brick curtain “wall, 

“with tile, and tile Hoors. 

‘EXTERIOR MATERIALS: 
; Brick and stone; wor va entrarice 

backed 

features. 

RO )F 

Slate. 

WINDOWS: 

W ood. 

FLOORS 
Cement, carpeted; public space, terrazzo. 

FORUM SPECIFICATION. ‘AND DATA SHEET—94 

Van Curler Hotel, Schenectady, N. Y.; H. L. Stevens & Co., Architects 

INTERIOR WALL. FINISH : ; 
Guest rooms, plaster and w: plineper. Publte 

space, canvased plaster, walls painted and- 

glazed. a 

DECORATIVE TREATM ENT: 
Public rooms: Colonial treatment,; 

ing room, scenic papers. 

Colonial papers. 

APPROXIMATE 
1,129,000. : 

COST PER CUBIC FOOT: 

private din- 

Guest rooms: 

CUBIC FOOTAGE: 

66.1 cents. 

HEATING: NUMBER OF ROOMS: 
. Steanr heat... 200. - 

PLUMBING: DATE OF COMPLETION: 
Stand wd fixture S. -March, 1925. 

separate white-filled, arched-topped windows. The . thé floors’ above, stairways which are well ‘placed. 

white‘caps, bases’‘and.small- brackets of these slightly 

‘projecting ‘pilasters, together with the several hort- 

‘zontal stone panels above the winddws of this top 

the alternating brick and stone panels 

“which form a sort of base course for it, all help to 

produce thie restless, disturbed effect of the. exterior 

details of the building. -The first story abové the base- 

ment shows Palladian windows, large arched-topped 

windews and rectangular causing confu- 

in the design which could have been avoided. 

Having criticized: the exterior architec- 

tural appearance of this hotel, it must now be ad- 

mitted and definitely 

carefully 

story and 

‘windows, 

Sie mn 

frankly 

worked out. 

first or main 

convenient, spacious and appropriate: for a hotel i 

most and successfully 

general arr: angenient of ‘the floor .is 

a small city. Three main entrance doors, ae 

through-the front porch, open directly into a large * 

‘ lobby which, in this ¢ase, is called the “promenade” 

The Jatter ‘term is often applied ini 

English hotels to the principal assembly or 

room.’ ‘Adequate and well lighted space is arranged 

for the hotel desk and manager’s office. Stairs at 

- either end lead down to,the basement as-well as up to 

Lobby Promenade 

for exhibition or 

said. that the plans have been~ 

‘3 he 

vice 

_kitchen. 

meeting.. successfully planned. 

Owing to the fall in grade, in- order to place the. 

_ basement. floor shops on the sidewalk ievel it was‘: 

necessary to raise the first floor several feet. It 

was, therefore, wisely decided. to place’ bedrooms on 

tlie first floor of the right wing of thé hotel. 

eral of.these rooms are sufficiently latge to be used 

samplé purposes. Directly oppo- 

site the main entrance of the hotel: four steps .lead: 

down into the large lounge with a semi-circular bay 

at orie end. A recéption room and a private dining 

room are located at the right and left of this room. 

The passenger: elevators are easily accessible from ” 

both-this lounge and the main lobby. The first floor 

of the large wing of: the hotel. is occupied by a large 

oblong dining r6om and an. assembly room, 

-Sev- ° 

which, 

by the’ use of folding doors, may be either joined 

to. or shut off from the dining room. A large ser-- 

pattry separates the ‘dining room from a- 

Spacious, lighted and ‘ adequately .- ventilated 

The five bedroom: ftoors-are similarly and 

- Every bedroom ‘in the entire 

hotel has an individual bath or toilet’ room. The 

sixth floor, which does net extend over the .wings, 

well 

contains some of the pleasantest of the bedrooms. 

Lobby Lounge 
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HOTEL. GREYSTONE, BEDFORD, IND. 
NICOL, SCHOLER &’ HOFFMAN, ARCHITECTS 

N the very heart.of the limestone country, it is not 

surprising to find this small hotel built entirely 

‘of native stone. Such dignity and solidity are: ob-° 

tained from the use of limestone, marble or granite 

for exterior walls that it is a pity it generally costs 

too much to use these materials. Similar in design 

to the Hotel Elliott at Suffolk, Va. (p. 117), this hotel 

shows two-story projecting wings extending the entire 

length of the hotel on either 

side. Instead of porches on 

the second floors of the 

guest rooms are here included. 

It is-unfortunate that it 

was necessary to locate shops 

on the street front of this 

hotel, because the large win 

dow openings thus necessi- 

tated detract greatly from 

the apparent structural 

ca 

Fi rst Flees 

| strength of the basement 

walls. However, these large 

shop front windows have 

been treated quite simply and 

| frankly and are as inoffen- 

‘sive as any objectionable 

made. The windows of the 

second story, as well as those 

of the main building above, 

center on these shop win- 

dows. This, of course, aids 

the composition of the design 

wings, a number of additional. 

architectural feature can be’ 

a 

ee Cle 
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FORUM SPECIFICATION AND DATA SHEET—95. A? see o 

. Greystone Hotel, Bedford, - Ind. ; Nicol, Scholer & Hoffman, Architects eS a 

GENERAL’ SPECIFICATIONS INTERIOR MILL WORK: 7... 80 7 | 

GENERAL CONSTRUCTION 
fireproof; reinforced concrete’ 

EXTERIOR MATERIALS 
Bedford stone 

ROOF ; , 
Reinforced conerete ; tar and gravel roofing. 

WINDOWS: 
Double-hung : 

FLOORS: : ; 
‘Marble ‘and -terrazzo in public spaces; 

maple in ball r6em; ‘carpet on cement else 

where. ; — 
HEATING 

. Vacuum 
PLUMBING 

Overhead: loop in 

frame. 

white pine . plat ‘vlass. 

steam; lew, pressure. 

attic: tank ‘above: built-in 

tubs. 

as a whole. A ‘well designed balustrade crowns the 

cornice of the two first stories, relieving the severity 

of the lower part of the. building. Wrought, iron 

. marquees, seemingly a necessary convenience in 

‘hotel designing, shelter the front and sile entrances. 

‘Thus the well proportioned arched opening which °° 

marks the principal emtrance is unpleasantly cut in ° 

two by the heavy stispended marquee or canopy. 

It appears that .the building laws of, most cities 

are unreasonable and inconsistent. 

better from an architectural standpoint, to construct 

a covered porch or portico across the sidewalk? 

Supporting piers or columns could ‘be located on the 

curbing, where they would certainly bé no more ot 

‘.an obstruction than ‘the very lieavy, clumsy concrete 

electric light supports .seen in the accompanying 

illustration. 

near future the use of sidewalk arcades and porticos - 

‘will be legalized and that they will come into com-’ 

non use, as they are today in the cities -and towns 

of Italy, Spain and Mexico,.but rarely in this country. 

The four bedroom stories rising above the lower. 

two ‘storiés of the hotel are broken up by well’ pro- 

Main Dining Room 

white: 

“DATE OF COMPLETION ; 

Would it’ not be. 

‘safer from a structural point of view; and admittedly. 

It is to be hoped that some time in the 

“Figured red gum, walnut finish. 
F : e F ° ‘| 
INTERIOR WALL FINISH: ae 

© Smooth plaster, painted, in oil; flat finish. 

DECORATIVE TRE VTMENT: 

Public rooms, painted. . 

Guest rooms; flat oil paint. 

NUMBER OF ROOMS: 
8&7." 

\PPROXIMATE CUBIC FOOTAGE: 
510,300. ; : 4 

COST PER CUBIC FOOT: 
40 cents. : ec 

july, 1923. 

portioned and carefully placed ‘window opetiings. 

Simple iron balconies are used to give notes of, in- 

terest. and color. 

“which is crowned by a rather heavy, severe parapet. 

The: plan is ‘direct and well balanced. “The main 

lobby .is locgated at -the center, with entrance corri- 

dors to both ‘the ‘front and side streets. -A_ coffee 

- Shop and three small stores are located on the maitf 

street front, while the principal dining rooma, adjacent: 

to the: side entrance, looks out- on. the side street. 

The élevator and main stairway are located at the 

left and right of the entrance .from the main street 

to the lobby. 

phene booths, -coat.checking room, freight elevator. 

service pantry and-a large kitchen’ occupy the ‘rest’ 

of the first -floor. Stairs from the main street én- 

Very simple cartotiches and. 

_mouldings relieve the ‘plainness ‘of the top story, 

Clerk’s.desk, manager's office, tele- 

trance: lead down to the basement, where a ‘barber : . 

shop, biliard room, men’s lavatory, boiler and-coal 

rooms are located. The ‘mezzanine, redched by the 

main stairway, contains a writing room and rest and 

toilet rooms for women. The interior architecture, as 

may be judged from the aécompanying illustrations, 

is carried out in a.dignified, carefully studied style. 
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WO of*the rooms . 

of the justly cele- 

brated Hotel Gou- 

thiere in have 

‘ already been presented in 

ji these pages,—the library 

and a salon, both unusual 

“and uniquely charming. | 

The © subject this. 

sketch, the entrance hall, 

both ‘to design and- 

color scheme, has all the 

charm and uniqueness of 

the other two rooms. 

Paris’ 

of 

as 

\s has been said be- 

the house was built 

as the private domain of 

(southiere, ciscleur: of - 

the time of Louis XVI. 

Itis late Directoire merg- 

ing into the Empire, the 

exterior 

fore, 

a 

severely classi- 

cal in the Empire man- 

ner, the interior earlier 

in feeling. One enters 

a small vestibule with the 

‘ stairway leading up 

panels of pro- 

on 

each side, 7 . 

cessional classic figures stat Satesncs ttl 

- being set in the wall..Be- 

yond this vestibule, and 

forming the central feature of the — with rooms 

‘leading off from right and left of it, is.this entrance 

hall. individuality and charm. 

The proportions of it are pleasing, the design, and 

treatment delightful.- In plan it is nearly 

square. On two, opposite sides occur round-arched 

. doors; on the other two sides, square-headed doors 

carrying up nearly to the subordinate cornice which, 

The room possesses 

Ci lor 

technique of marbleizing. 

forming the caps of the pilasters, carries around the 

entire room. The strictest balance and symmetry are 

maintained, a true door being balanced by a false, 

While the breaks in this: smaller cornice are even 

painted on where there is no break or projection, 

Above is a’wide space resembling a magnified frieze 

cut itito en two sides by the round-arched windows 

r’ doors, and’ on the other two sides filled with 

‘most beautiful bas-relief, 

very 

a () 

free in drawing and execution, -especially * 

regards the candelabra where they frequently occur, 

Surmounting this -is 4 cornice most unusual in 

very classic in feeling and . 

.in treatment than 

129 

Hotel Gouthiere, 

Entrance Hall, Hotel Gouthiere, Paris 

By C. HAMIL:TON PRESTON 

carrying around 

the room in a circle 

‘which 

ceiling of rare beauty and 

secti yn, 

from 

domed springs a 

delicacy of form, from 

the center of which drops 

an elaborately decorated 

pendant. The soffits of” 

the corners of this ceil- 

between circle 

filled with a 

most unusual design, 

elliptical 

ing and |: 

square are 

an, 

motif 

framed by a very beauti 

ful egg and dart mould 

ing, very flat and exquis 

itely modeled ; within the 

field are winged torches 

and = tiny 

either 

cately 

tiny 

suckle 

central 

rosettes: on 

delt- 

with 

side scrolls 

modeled, 

vine and _ honey 

ornaments filling 

in and rounding out the. 

design to give symmetry. 

The walls are slightly 

marbleized and are pre- 

dominately 

color with 

and 

a 

in 

oft 

mauve. The 

panels marked ‘painted 

in . the drawings are picked out in different tones 

from the wall and varied from it both in color and 

All the mouldings occur- 

ring in the room are very flat and typically Empire. 

The marble floor, of interesting pattern, is of several 

different colored marbles, varying from dark to light. 

* For a small hall this is one of the most distinctive 

and original to be found in all France. To the left 

is a salon with interesting Empire detail over the 

circular windows. Beyond this is the library, of 

unique charm, which has already been published 

this series 

yellow 

Parte veinings 

rose 

on” 

The doors between these 

mahogany 

of drawings. 

two rooms are noteworthy. They are of 

with long .central panels, octagonal shape, in the 

fields of which are classic dancing. figures in 

To the ‘right of the entrance hall is the ‘major salon 

of the: house. 

col YT. 

This room is more typically Empire. 

of the later 

ornate, the cornice, panels and 

any others, hence in 

feeling. ‘ It is very 

doors being practically covered with intricate detail. 
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DECORATION & FURNITURE 

Furniture With a Past 

By ALFRED’ LOWDEN 

HAT is the secret of the lure of antique 

furniture, or of any work of art that is 

old?) Why do we moderns desire it as 

the ancients desired the Fountain of Youth? It is 

.a question both simple and hard to answer. Senti- 

ment counts for much, though it does not supply 

the entire answer. There is a stimulus to the 

imagination about rare old things which can be ap- 

preciated only by the connoisseur, and which may 

bé overlooked or ignored entirely by the more 

prosaic. To the average person, the name Louis 

XIV or Louis XVI is merely that of a king, where- 

as to the collector it immediately suggests an era of 

artistic development since unrivaled. Old furniture 

is like a secret drawer; history, dramatic episodes, 

intriguing affairs of the past are contained ii each 

curve and line! Each piece is a story, a serial, more 

fascinating with each succeeding installment! To 

sit in a Venetian chair is to be magically wafted 

hack to the grandeur of the doges. Machinery and 

the hurry and scurry of the modern commercial age 

are forgotten. We glide gently about in gondolas, 

with no fear of accidents from rushing taxis. We 

‘enter sumptuous halls. On all sides are the actuali- 

ties one reads about in the fascinating novels of the 

past. everything suggests splendor and mystery. 

-To understand. old furniture, one must love it.- 

To the devotee alone will it reveal its charms. Any- 

one can buy an old piece, but the mere purchase of 

it does not buy its spirit, which is revealed only to 

those*who really understand it. I do not mean to 

A Modern Arrangement of French Furnituré 

say that the value of antiques is measured alone by 

their sentimental association. Their beauty of line, 

inspired design and comfort are all to be considered. 

Each tiny detail, carefully wrought by its maker,- 

tells what pride and care were devoted to making it 

a perfect whole. The old artisans took great pride 

in their work, so that even the simplest piece pos- 

sesses a distinction that no modern machine-made . 

copy can possibly achieve, be it as elaborate as it 

may. One must not infer, however, that the makers 

of antique furniture wrought only for pictorial ef 

fect. Comfort .was also thought of, and contrary 

to the general belief, it was attained. As an ex- 

periment, sit in a Chippendale, Hepplewhite or 

Louis XVI chair, and you will find physical ease 

as well as‘mental solace. Modern chairs derive their 

‘comfort from use of springs and overstuffed backs 

and seats. Antique furniture accomplishes the same 

result by a careful study of anatomy and the use 

of curves and lines which fit the human torso. It 

is replete with beauty and symmetry, character and 

charm. Even to touch a beautiful antique is exhil 

arating. To touch a fine old piece of wood, mellowed. 

by time and polished by vanished hands, is to, expe- 

rience a thrill unthought of in connection ‘with mod- 

ern furniture. When looked at from a_ business 

point of view, the purchase of antique furniture’ 

means an investment which never depreciates, but 

increases in value yearly, as antiques become scarcer. 

One absorbs the atmosphere and character of 

one’s surroundings. With surroundings which are 
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one becomes. cultured 

and able to understand 

the finer thing's of life 

Much thus depénds upon 

the type of furniture, 

with which ve fill our 
1 1 - homes furniture ‘made 

‘by -craftsmen who «1m 

parted a little of them 

selves tt) each piece, 

cannot but help. to 

strenethen the suseepti 

bilities ot the eve and 

mind to beauty.  fohn 

Quincey Adams once said 

that the’ whole trend oi 

his life was altered by 

having a Chippendale. 

chair in his possession ! 

This may be easily un 

derstood by any lover ot 

antiques. Lo gather ‘beau 

tiful furniture is like 

setting forth ona quest, 

beginning * to travel ‘a 

shining -road, lined with 

the fruits of knowledge OY. SRC 

It. is like acquiring the ~ f 

key to a glorious and romantte ‘past: ‘Queens, kings, 

courtiers, and ‘all the magnificent and colorful pa- 

veantry of a vanished age appear before, the mind’s 

eye. Possession of a few pteces ‘of-antique furniture, a very simple matter to cull the good from the had 

French Pieces Grouped in a Dining Room 

Miscellaneous. Furniture Tastefully Grouped 
John H. Hutaff, Inx 

be! 

Febriiary . 1926 

will help to miake us for- 

vet the many shortcom- ~ 

ings of most of our, mod- 

‘ern so-called creations 

(good furniture ,placed 

in a hovel would still be 

beautiful and distinctive. 

Lf only our modern de- 

signers would study the . 

liistory of each piece, and 

use the basi¢ principles 

‘of the artists whose ‘skill 

can never be surpassed, 

what a-relef it would 

' Unfortunately, few 

understand that’ real 

beauty in furniture de 

‘sign lies in‘ simplicity. 

They take, an Italian Re 

‘naissance chair and’ mod 

ernize or “adapt” it -to 

suit their -own taste and 

‘the supposed taste of the 

general public, with a re- 

sult which is monstrous 

‘To improve on the work 

of a Chippendale, Boulle, 

or .Adam 1s. like gilding 

the. lily—more attractive, 

possibly, to the untutored mind, but hideous -to. the 

connoisseur with trained judgment. - All ages: have 

- their eras of decline in the matter of design, but it is 
] 

A Well Balanced Grouping of French Pieces 


